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nay modify laws to allow permanent use of 
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not yield the data the Congress needs. As a 
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intended objectives. GAO makes a number of 
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to increase the likelihood that the experiment 
and evaluation will produce the result5 needed. 
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COMPTROLUR aENLRAL OF THE UNITED STATES 
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B-200489 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report assesses the progress made in implementing 
and evaluating alternative work schedules experiments as per- 
mitted by the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work 
Schedules Act of 1978. It gives the status of the project 
during the first 18 months of the 3-year experiment and iden- 
tifies problems which need to be addressed immediately. It 
also discusses the need for congressional oversight and an 
improved experiment and evaluation to insure the intended 
objectives are achieved. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Directors, 
Office of Management and Budget and Office of Personnel Man- 
agement: the Chairmen, Senate Committees on Labor and Human 
Resources and Governmental Affairs: and the Chairman, House 
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service. 

c 4 
Comp roller -General 
of the United States 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The S-day, 40-hour workweek with fixed starting and 
quitting times has been the traditional and dominant work 
schedule for the last 40 years. Only in the last 13 years 
have organizations begun experimenting extensively with 
alternatives to the traditional work schedule. These alter- 
natives have, in some cases, only allowed employees flexibil- 
ity in selecting starting and quitting times: in other cases, 
they have compressed the workweek into some period less than 
the traditional 5 days. 

Although flexible work hours were first introduced by 
a German aerospace company in 1967, the concept was not 
introduced in the United States until 1971. Since then, 
alternative work schedules have become increasingly popular. 
Ey 1977 about 2.5 to 3.5 million U.S. workers were using 
some form of flexible work schedule and about 2.1 million 
others were using some form of a compressed workweek. 

The reasons for using alternative work schedules in 
the private sector vary. They are believed to be beneficial 
because they: 

--Reduce traffic congestion by shifting commuting pat- 
terns from peak rush periods. 

--Reduce energy consumption. 

--Decrease urban air pollution caused by idling cars 
during rush-hour traffic jams. 

--Increase the use of public mass transit facilities 
and car pools. 

--Increase employee morale and productivity. 

--Allow employees more leisure time. 

Despite these advantages, alternative work schedules 
may also have some drawbacks and present problems and chal- 
lenges for managers and supervisors. For example, alterna- 
tive work schedules may: 

--Make scheduling and planning the workflow more 
difficult. 

--Create timekeeping problems. 
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--Increase energy consumption for heating and cooling 
buildings during additional hours of operation. 

--Make the workday too long and strenuous, which could 
result in decreased productivity and family schedul- 
ing problems. 

--Cause problems concerning office coverage, supervi- 
sion, interdepartmental coordination, and customer 
service. 

Federal Government organizations began using flexible 
work schedules in 1972. Ey 1977 an estimated 200,000 employ- 
ees (about 7% of the Federal work force) were using some 
simplified form of a flexible work schedule. Although use 
of these schedules generally proved beneficial to both orga- 
nizations and employees, work hours and overtime pay require- 
ments imposed by title 5 of the United States Code and the 
Fair Labor Standards Act impeded experimentation with com- 
pressed and flexible work schedules of more than 8 hours a 
day or 40 hours a week. _1/ 

AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION 

In response to our recommendations and those of the 
Office of Personnel Management (OPM), both Houses of the 
Congress introduced several bills in the early 1970s 
suggesting that the Federal Government experiment more with 
using alternative work schedules. Experimentation was neces- 
sary to determine whether, and in what situations, the Fed- 
eral Government can successfully use alternative work sched- 
ules on a permanent basis. 

The President signed Public Law 95-390, "The Federal 
Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act of 1978," 
calling for a 3-year controlled experiment with Federal exec- 
utive agencies 2/ and military departments using alternative 
work schedules.- The Public Law is based on.the finding that 
new trends in the use of 4-day workweeks, flexible work hours, 
and other variations in work schedules in the private sector 

l-/"Benefits from Flexible Work Schedules--Legal Limitations 
Remain" (FPCC-77-62, Sept. 26, 1977). 

2/"Executive agenciesll means executive departments, Govern- 
ment corporations, and independent establishments (exclud- 
ing the U.S. Postal Service and the Fostal Rate Commission). 
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appear to show sufficient promise to warrant carefully de- 
signed, controlled, and evaluated Federal experimentation. 
The President also noted in signing the act that: 

"While the advantages appear to be substantial, 
these schedules have not yet been tested within 
the full range of environments that characterize 
Federal employment. Therefore, before making a 
decision to amend Federal law permanently this 
legislation wisely establishes an experimental 
period of 3 years during which we can evaluate 
various innovations in a large number of agencies." 

The purpose of the act is to assess the positive and 
negative effects of alternative work schedules on 

--the efficiency of Government operations; 

--mass transit facilities and traffic: 

--levels of energy consumption: 

--service to the public: 

--opportunities for full-time and part-time employment; 
and 

--employees' morale, welfare, and family life. 

The experiment is made possible by the temporary suspension 
of certain premium pay and work scheduling provisions of ti- 
tle 5, United States Code, and the Fair Labor Standards Act. 
This suspension applies only to agencies or work units par- 
ticipating in an approved alternative work schedule experi- 
ment. 

OPM's ROLE . 

The act requires OPM to (1) establish and manage a pro- 
gram for conducting experiments with alternative work sched- 
ules in Federal agencies during the 3-year period that began 
March 29, 1979, and (2) develop and execute a master plan 
for evaluating the experiment. OPM is to issue a report to 
the President and the Congress no later than September 1981 
recommending any actions needed and stating whether title 5 
of the United States Code and the Fair Labor Standards Act 
should be modified to allow the continued use of both flex- 
ible and compressed work schedules. 
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OPM must also issue a final report, no later than 
March 29, 1992, on the overall results of the 3-year experi- 
ment. 

ALTERNATIVE WORK SCHEDULES DEFINED 

For purposes of this report, "alternative work sched- 
ules" (AWS) refers to both flexible and compressed work 
schedules. Flexible work schedules (often referred to as 
flexitime) contain two types of time--core time and flexible 
time. Core time is the specified period of a workday during 
which all employees must be present or accounted for through 
use of official authorized leave. Flexible time is the time 
during which employees select their arrival and departure 
times according to constraints management prescribes. The 
only other requirement of flexible schedules is that employ- 
ees must account for the basic work requirement--the number 
of hours they are required to work during a specified period. 

Compressed work schedules allow employees to complete 
the basic biweekly work requirement of 80 hours in less than 
10 full workdays. 

Flexible work schedules 

Although some Federal agencies have been using certain 
types of flexible schedules since 1972, the 1978 act has 
made the use of more sophisticated and innovative types of 
flexible schedules possible by introducing the concept of 
"credit hours." Credit hours are hours employees choose to 
work beyond the specified basic work requirement to shorten 
the length of other workdays or workweeks. At the discre- 
tion of each agency, employees working flexible schedules 
may be permitted to earn and carry over a maximum of 10 
credit hours. The following flexible schedules are being 
used in the experiment: 

Flexitour --employees work 8 hours each day but may 
vary their arrival and departure times only with 
prior notification and approval. L/ 

Gliding --employees work 8 hours each day but may vary 
their arrival and departure times daily without prior 
approval. A/ 

&/Although the act permits agencies to allow employees to 
earn and accumulate credit hours for all types of flexible 
schedules, this is an uncommon practice under this type of 
schedule. 
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Variable day --employees may vary the length of the 
workday as long as they are present for prescribed 
daily core times and account for the basic work re- 
quirement (40 hours per week). 

Variable week-- employees may vary the length of the 
workday and the workweek as long as they are present 
for prescribed daily core times and account for the 
basic work requirement (80 hours per pay period). 

Maxiflex --employees may elect to work fewer than 10 
workdays during a biweekly pay period since core time 

bands are established on fewer than 10 workdays. 
This is the most liberal of the work schedules and 
has the characteristics of both flexible and com- 

pressed schedules. For instance, individuals partic- 
ipating in a maxiflex experiment may actually be work- 
ing some type of flexible or compressed schedule or a 
combination of both. (See app. I.) 

Compressed work schedules 

Like flexible schedules, compressed work schedules may 

also take a variety of forms, but provisions for earning and 
accumulating credit hours do not apply. Basically, two 
types of compressed schedules are being used in the experi- 
ment: 

4-day week-- employees work 10 hours per day, 40 hours 
each week. Employees have both a daily and weekly 
basic work requirement. 

5-4/9--although there are variations of this plan, 
the most common approach is where employees are 
scheduled to work 9 hours a day during 8 days of a 
biweekly pay period and 8 hours on the 9th day. Em- 
ployees have both a daily and biweekly work require- 
ment. (See app. I.) . 

SIZE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The AWS experiment has been strictly a voluntary pro- 
gram. Agencies wishing to experiment were permitted to im- 

plement one or more schedules. As of May 1980, OPM's AWS 
Research Director estimated that approximately 251,000 Fed- 
eral employees in about 1,100 work units were participating 



in the voluntary experimental program. 1/ Of the individ- 
uals participating, about 71,000 are using flexible work 
schedules, 130,000 are using compressed schedules, and 
50,000 are using both types. 2/ The estimated number of 
employees experimenting with each type of work schedule 
follows. 

Type of schedule 

Flexible: 
Flexitour 
Gliding 
Variable day 
Variable week 
Maxiflex 

Number of Percent of 
employees all employees 

18,000 7.2 
6,000 2.4 
7,000 2.8 
5,000 2.0 

35,000 13.9 

Total 71,000 28.3 

Compressed: 
4-day week 
5-4/9 

90,000 35.9 
40,000 15.9 

Total 130,000 51.8 

Mixed: 50,000 19.9 

Total 251,000 100.0 - 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The use of work schedules which allow employees to 
alter the number of hours in a workday or the number of work- 
days in a workweek represents a significant change in Fed- 
eral employees' work patterns. Both the President and the 
Congress believed that carefully controlled AWS experimenta- 
tion was needed before permanently modifying and adopting 
laws to use such schedules. 

I/OPM estimated that more than 251,000 employees from about 
1,400 units may actually be participating in the AWS exper- 
iment: however, the actual number of employees and the 
types of schedules were not available for the 1,400 units. 

z/The act permits agencies to conduct one or more AWS exper- 
iments. Some work units are experimenting with more than 
one type of schedule simultaneously. 
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Our objectives were to (1) identify the progress made 
and problems experienced by both CPM and selected Federal 
work units in implementing alternative work schedule@ and 
(2) assess the adequacy of OPM's master plan for evaluating 
the experiment. 

Our work included extensive reviews of OPM's AWS pro- 
gram regulations and documents and discussions with both 
present and former members of OPM's experimental program 
staff. We interviewed managers, supervisors, employees, and 
union representatives from work units within 12 Federal agen- 
cies and military departments in Washington, D.C., and the 
metropolitan areas of Atlanta and Denver. (See app. II.) 
We selected these locations according to the number of agen- 
cies and employees experimenting with different types of AWS 
and to obtain headquarters and regional views about the ex- 
periment. Denver was selected because of the coordinated 
efforts of Federal agencies in using AWS, under the direc- 
tion of the Denver Federal Executive Board's Clean Air Com- 
mittee, to deal with problems of traffic congestion, air 
pollution, and gasoline shortages. 

We also contacted numerous private sector companies 
which have both successfully and unsuccessfully implemented 
AWS. We discussed their evaluation techniques and findings 
and reviewed their evaluation reports. 

In making our assessment, we reviewed each component 
of OPM's evaluation in detail and applied generally accepted 
principles of program evaluation from several sources, in- 
cluding "The Design and Conduct of Quasi-Experiments and 
True Experiments in Field Settings." &/ 

L/T. D. Cook and D. T. Campbell, "Handbook of Industrial and 
Organizational Psychology" (Rand McNally, 1976), 
pp* 223-326. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 

EXPERIMENTAL FROGRAM 

OPM officials told us that from the time the legisla- 
tion was enacted, OPM has lacked sufficient resources to 
effectively administer the AWS experiment. Rather than al- 
locate additional resources, OPM reduced the scope of the 
experiment's evaluation. As a result, we believe OPM will 
not accomplish its legislated responsibilities. 

OPM's IMPLEMENTATION RESPONSIEILITIES 

In assigning OPM responsibility for establishing and 
managing the AWS experiment, the Congress indicated that the 
experiment should be carefully designed, conducted, and con- 
trolled to adequately test a range of flexible and compressed 
work schedules within agencies performing diverse functions. 
OPM believes that its AWS program gives agencies the flexi- 
bility to design and test varied work schedules most appro- 
priate to their individual needs. At the same time, OPM 
believes that the experiment is sufficiently structured to 
provide the minimum information needed to evaluate AWS 
effects. 

The 1978 act authorized OPM to issue program regula- 
tions for agencies' use in designing and implementing their 
experiments. In exercising this authority, OPM developed 
broad, general regulations which primarily restate the pro- 
visions of the act. The regulations do, however, prescribe 
certain requirements which must be addressed in agencies' 
AWS plans. These include coverage, time accounting methods, 
limitations on the number of compensatory hours which employ- 
ees may choose to earn instead of payment for overtime hours 
worked, holidays for part-time employees using flexible work 
schedules, and required participation in AWS experiments. 

In addition, as required by the act, CPM has developed 
and provided educational materials, technical aids, and other 
assistance to agencies participating in the experiment. 

OPM's RESOURCES 

The AWS Program Office, which is a component of OPM's 
Office of Compensation and Program Development, was estab- 
lished to develop, administer, and evaluate the AWS experi- 
ment. AWS officials said that, since the legislation was 
enacted, the office has been hampered by insufficient funds. 
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As a result, the program office has not had a sufficient 
staff with the necessary skills to effectively perform its 
legislated responsibilities. Although OPM originally esti- 
mated that 11 full-time and 3 part-time employees were 
needed to effectively carry out its responsibilities, the 
size of the staff to date has not exceeded 6 full-time em- 
ployees and 1 part-time employee at any one time. 

In fiscal years 1979 and 1980, OPM did not receive the 
requested budget funds for the AWS program, Eecause the act 
was passed only 2 days before the start of fiscal year 1979, 
funds for the AWS program were not included in OPM's fiscal 
year 1979 budget request. Therefore, OPM reallocated 
$160,000 from within its approved budget to the AWS program. 
In May 1579 OPM asked the Congress to provide a supplemental 
appropriation of $200,000, which was to include the $160,000 
to replace the amount reallocated to the AWS program, plus 
an additional $40,000. The Congress denied OPM's request 
and stated that OPM should fund the project through reallo- 
cation of its approved fiscal year 1979 budget. 

For fiscal year 1980, OPM included in its budget a re- 
quest for $360,000 for the AWS program, but was only granted 
$160,000. The Congress denied OPM the additional $200,000 and 
indicated, as it had previously, that OPM had ample flexibil- 
ity to fund the AWS program by reallocating approved budgeted 
funds. At the time of our review, OPM had not reallocated 
the additional $200,000 to the AWS program. Consequently, 
the AWS Program Office's fiscal year 1980 operating budget 
of $160,000 is less than half the amount OPM said it needed 
to effectively develop, manage, and evaluate the experiment. 

Effects of resource deficiencies 

According to OPM officials, limited resources have pre- 
vented OPM from obtaining the number and types of employees 
necessary to effectively design, manage, and evaluate the 
experimental program. As a result, staff members often per- 
form multiple duties for which they have had no prior train- 
ing or experience. For example, at the time of our review 
the staff of five included only two individuals who were 
trained and experienced in designing and conducting research 
and program evaluation. 

An OPM official told us that more employees with exper- 
tise in designing and conducting program evaluation would 
enhance OPM's ability to effectively evaluate the experiment. 
He also said that, if additional funds were available, OPM 
could possibly hire one or more contractors to conduct or 
assist in analyzing portions of the evaluation. 
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According to OPM officials, the lack of funds and per- 
sonnel has forced OPM to place priorities on its tasks, re- 
duce the scope of certain tasks, and eliminate others. It 
has also resulted in OPM not 

--accurately determining the number of AWS participants, 

--reviewing agencies' work schedule plans to insure com- 
pliance with the provisions of the act and program 
regulations, 

--issuing program regulations and guidance timely, and 

--providing sufficient training to OPM and agency AWS 
coordinators. 

Agency notification forms contain errors 

Initial OPM guidance indicated that agencies were re- 
quired to begin experiments between March 29, 1979, and 
October 1, 1979. Those agencies or work units wanting to 
participate were required to submit an AWS Notice of Intent 
to Experiment form. On the basis of those forms, OPM al- 
lowed agencies to initiate desired work schedules. 

OPM has relied on the notification forms as its primary 
source of statistics regarding the number of AWS experiments 
and the total number of employees participating in the pro- 
gram. These forms have also been used to select agencies 
and work units for various parts of the evaluation. 

Our review of the forms disclosed that some did not con- 
tain all of the requested information, and many contained 
errors and discrepancies. We found instances where employ- 
ees participating in an experiment were counted more than 
once because both an agency and work unit submitted a notifi- 
cation form. In addition, some agencies indicated the number 
of employees within the organization rather-than the number 
actually participating in the experiment, and some work units 
submitted more than one notification form which resulted in 
multiple counting of the experiment and number of employees. 

OPM officials said they were aware of inconsistencies, 
and during our review they initiated a program to verify the 
information. OPM hopes to identify and correct all errors 
and discrepancies before the end of the experiment. Conse- 
quently, it can only estimate at this point the number of 
employees and work units participating and the number and 
types of different work schedules being used. We believe 
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I 
that these inconsistencies must be corrected now so that the 
experiment can be evaluated effectively to produce valid, re- 
liable, and representative data. 

We believe there is also a technical error in GPM's 
methodology for determining the number of employees using 
flexible work schedules. OPN considers all employees within 
a unit using a flexible work schedule as experimental partic- 
ipants. In our opinion, this is inaccurate for purposes of 
evaluation because many of those individuals may still be 
actually working a traditional e-hour day, 40-hour workweek. 
For example, although one agency's Notice of Intent to Ex- 
periment form indicated that approximately 5,500 employees 
would participate in a flexible (maxiflex) schedule, about 
50 percent of them are still working the traditional work 
schedule. 

Individual work schedule 
plans contain errors 

Agencies and work units were not required to submit 
their individual work schedule plans to OPM for approval. 
OPM officials indicated that, although review and approval 
of the work plans would have been best, they simply did not 
have sufficient resources to do so. They also indicated 
that they were aware that some of the plans may not conform 
to the provisions of the act or to their regulations. For 
example, they cited a few instances where work units, even 
though not required to do so, actually submitted their work 
schedule plans. In reviewing those plans, OPM found that 
some contained incorrect information and did not conform 
with OPM regulations. In those instances, OPM notified the 
units that their plans should be corrected. 

OPM admitted that many plans may contain errors and dis- 
crepancies which could go undetected throughout the experi- 
ment. Thus, in executing its master plan, OPM may be analyz- 
ing and evaluating the results of experiments which have not 
been properly designed or implemented. This raises serious 
questions about the experimental results. 

OPM quidelines have not been timely 

OPM's regulations and many of its written guidelines 
were issued well after most agencies began their AWS exper- 
iments. An OPM official admitted that the regulations and 
guidelines should have been issued by March 29, 1979, the 
date agencies were allowed to begin their experiments, or 
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as soon after that date as possible. The final regulations 
were not issued, however, until November 30, 1979, and other 
guidance was not provided until even later. 

As of July 1, 1980, OPM had still not issued Book 620 
to the Federal Personnel Manual Supplement 990-2. The book 
gives information on issues such as pay, leave, holidays, 
and work hours-- information that agencies should have had 
when they first designed and implemented their AWS experi- 
ments. OPM officials said that primarily internal delays 
in reviewing and approving regulations and guidelines have 
delayed their issuance. 

Many work units we reviewed did not have a complete set 
of OPM's guidance materials. Many officials had no idea 
which, if any, documents they had not received. For example, 
at the time of our review, officials at several work units 
were unaware that OPM's final AWS regulations had been issued. 

The lack of written guidelines caused confusion among 
agencies in implementing their AWS. As a result, some 
either chose not to participate in the experiment or to de- 
lay beginning their experiments until OPM's regulations and 
guidelines were issued. Most agencies began their experi- 
ments even though they did not have all the necessary infor- 
mation. 

Lack of sufficient AWS traininq 

Individuals designated by agencies to serve as AWS coor- 
dinators are the focal points for agencies' and work units' 
AWS programs. They serve as liaisons between OPM and agen- 
cies and are the main source of information for questions 
pertaining to AWS. 

The AWS coordinators we contacted had varying amounts 
of knowledge and previous experience with varied work sched- 
ules. OPM originally planned to provide extensive training 
to insure that such individuals were knowledgeable about the 
mechanics of the experiment. However, the training actually 
provided was very limited. The OPM coordinators only re- 
ceived two briefings on the experimental program, of which 
1 day was spent on the provisions of the act and half a day 
on data collection. Agency coordinators did not receive any 
training. Therefore, for the most part, coordinators had to 
learn about the mechanics of the experiment on their own. 
They told us they learned this by primarily reviewing and 
referring to the law and to OPM's written guidelines. But, 
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as discussed previously, these individuals may not have re- 
ceived all of OPM's guidelines. Therefore, they were not 
always prepared to provide necessary and accurate assistance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

OPM has not carried out its legislated implementation 
responsibilities in the most desirable manner and is not ex- 
ercising the degree of control needed to effectively imple- 
ment, manage, and evaluate the experiment. OPM does not (1) 
have accurate information on the number of employees and 
work units participating in the experiment and the types of 
schedules being used and (2) know whether experiments have 
been developed and are being implemented according to the 
provisions of the act and OPM's regulations and guidelines. 
OPM must correct these problems if it intends to evaluate 
the AWS experiment effectively and if the experiment is to 
meet the intended objectives. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO DIRECTOR, OPM 

We recommend that OPM make a concentrated effort now to 
correct the deficiencies affecting the AWS experiment. It 
is essential that accurate information be developed on such 
thinga as the actual number of employees using alternative 
work schedules (that is, other than the traditional a-hour 
day, 40-hour workweek), the number of experiments being con- 
ducted, the number of different types of work schedules being 
used, and the number of employees using each type of schedule. 

We also recommend that OPM review a representative 
sample of work schedule plans to detect errors and to iden- 
tify different design and implementation methods and varia- 
bles which affect AWS results. 

If additional funds and personnel ?re needed to perform 
these functions, we recommend that OPM reassess its priori- 
ties and, to the extent possible, reallocate 'internal 
budgeted funds to the AWS Program Office. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 

AGENCIES' WORK SCHEDULES VARIED 

At the time the legislation was enacted, both the Con- 
gress and OPM were concerned that the number of executive 
agencies volunteering to experiment with AWS may not include 
enough positions and types of work schedules to allow a con- 
trolled experiment and evaluation. Testing a variety of 
work schedule innovations within the full range of environ- 
ments that characterize Federal employment is critical be- 
fore drawing conclusions about the effects of AWS and about 
the desirability of using it permanently. As it turned out, 
about 250,000 employees from approximately 1,100 work units 
volunteered and implemented a variety of AWS experiments. 
These work units represent a diversity of types and sizes 
of organizations, geographic locations, functions, and ac- 
tivities. 

Recognizing the uniqueness and differences of agencies 
and work units, both the act and OPM's regulations made them 
responsible for assessing the feasibility of AWS, selecting 
the type of AWS, and designing and implementing AWS. The 
purpose was to allow agencies and work units to tailor their 
experiments to their particular work environment and objec- 
tives. The only requirement was that the experiment be de- 
veloped and administered according to the act and OFM's 
regulations and guidelines. 

The methods used to assess the feasibility of AWS and 
to design and implement it varied widely. We agree that al- 
lowing agencies and work units the flexibility to assess, 
design, and implement AWS is desirable. Such an approach 
allows organizations to tailor AWS to their specific needs 
and objectives. However, the procedures used in carrying 
out these responsibilities must, in our opinion, be consid- 
ered in evaluating AWS. The success or failure cf AWS can 
be affected by the extent of, and the methods used in, plan- 
ning it. The same AWS may yield different results if the 
methods used to assess, design, and implement it differ. 

METHODS OF ASSESSING WORK 
SCHEDULE FEASIBILITY VARIED 

To assist organizations in assessing the feasibility of 
using AWS and in designing and implementing it, OPM developed 
the Alternative Work Schedules Implementation Guide. This 
guide was issued in March of 1979 and was to be provided to 
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j all AWS coordinators and individuals requesting a copy. It 
i emphasizes careful planning as the key for successfully de- 

~ 
signing and implementing AWS which meets the needs of both 
employees and the organization. The guide further stresses 

~ that whether or not an organization establishes a committee 
I to assess the feasibility of using AWS, "communications with 
~ and input from managers, supervisors, employee unions and 
~ employee groups is imperative. A lack of communication can 
~ only lead to serious problems once the project is imple- 
) mented." We agree with OPM, and our research of success- 
i fully implemented AWS by private sector companies supports 

this contention. Almost invariably the successful private 
sector AWS experiments we reviewed were characterized by 
employees' involvement in assessing the feasibility of, 

I designing, and implementing AWS. 

This involvement is important as an aid in eliminating 
employees' perceptions that the specific AWS was designed 
by management to meet its own needs. If not viewed as being 
beneficial to the employee and organization, AWS may be 
destined for failure. In this regard, we agree with OPM's 
view that it is also important for firstline supervisors to 
be included in assessing the feasibility of and designing 
AWS because their support is essential to successful imple- 
mentation. 

I  We found that the methods of assessing the feasibility 
; of AWS varied markedly, officials at most agencies and work 
/ units we visited indicated that they had either never re- 
; ceived the implementation guide or received it too late to 
j be useful. Others were not even aware that the implementa- 
: tion guide existed, and some who did receive the guide never 

used it. OPM officials said that, although the guide was to 
be provided to all agencies, they were not certain whether 
all agencies had actually received it and whether the guides 
were distributed throughout organizations. 

Most agencies delegated the responsibilities for assess- 
ing, designing, and implementing AWS to individual work units. 
The methods used to carry out these responsibilities included: 

--Unilateral decisions by agency headquarters management. 

--Unilateral decisions by management of individual work 
units within agencies. 

--Supervisor preference votes. 

--Employee preference votes. 
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--Planning committees or task forces with management, 
supervisor, employee, and union representation, if 
applicable. 

We believe it essential that OPM take steps to consider 
them in evaluating the overall AWS experiment. The degree 
of planning and employee involvement may affect the success 
or failure of AWS. 

PROCEDURES TO DESIGN AND ADMINISTER 
WORK SCHEDULES ALSO DIFFER 

In issuing its regulations and guidelines, OPM recog- 
nized that one specific AWS with the same requirements would 
probably not work for all individuals and units within an 
agency. Therefore, it encouraged agencies to establish 
general policies and procedures for AWS and to make work 
units responsible for designing and implementing it to suit 
their own needs. 

While most agencies allowed work units to decide whether 
to participate in the experiment, the degree of work unit 
participation in designing and implementing AWS varied. At 
one extreme, agencies (headquarters level) designed AWS and 
simply gave work units specific requirements to follow. 
Other agencies gave field offices and work units the respcn- 
sibility for developing the entire program, including poli- 
cies and procedures. 

Within these two extremes, we found instances where: 

--Agencies' headquarters were involved initially in as- 
sessing the feasibility of experimenting with AWS, 
identifying the work units interested in experiment- 
ing, and determining which type of AWS would be used. 
T'he design and implementation of AWS was then as- 
signed to the work unit, and headquarters only became 
involved if a major policy question or problem arose. 

--Agencies' headquarters completely designed AWS but 
allowed work units to make slight procedural modifica- 
tions to suit their individual work unit or employee 
needs. 

The degree of flexibility in designing and implementing 
AWS also varied within individual work units. We found in- 
stances where individual branches, offices, or even supervi- 
sors within work units were allowed to design plans and regu- 
lations to meet their own needs. Such situations generally 
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occurred when the unit was physically isolated from the rest 
of the organization and had little or no interunit communica- 
tions. 

Agencies and work units also had different philosophies 
on what should be included in their AWS plans. Some pre- 
pared very detailed AWS plans and regulations, while others 
developed general plans which only restated the provisions 
of the act and OPM regulations. In some instances written 
plans were not developed so that qupervisors and employees 
within individual work units could tailor AWS to their par- 
ticular needs. 

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS VARY 
BY AGENCY AND WORK UNIT 

Because of the degree of discretion allowed in design- 
ing and implementing AWS, employees from different agencies 
or work units using the same type of AWS have different re- 
quirements to follow and varying degrees of flexibility. 
For instance, the act stipulates that, subject to OPM or 
agency regulations, individuals using flexible work sched- 
ules can carry over as many as 1G credit hours from one bi- 
weekly pay period to another. However, the act also allows 
agencies to restrict the use of credit hours if the agency 
is being disrupted in carrying out its functions or is in- 
curring additional costs. Consequently, some employees 
using the same AWS may be prohibited from earning credit 
hours; restricted on the number of credit hours they can 
earn; and restricted on when, within what time frames, and 
how earned credit hours can be used. In our opinion, each 
of these variables could affect AWS results. 

As indicated in OPM's draft of Book 620 ("Alternative 
Work Schedules") to the Federal Personnel Manual Supplement 
990-2, agency guidelines, groundrules, and limitations for 
AWS comprise an important part of the experimental program: 
thus, supervisor and employee understanding-of them is vital 
to the program's success. Other policy matters agencies 
could incorporate, which might affect evaluation of AWS, 
include decisions on whether to: 

--Exclude certain employees from the experiment because 
of the nature of their positions, unusual demands, or 
personal hardships. 

--Require employees who are participating in the experi- 
ment to work specific hours during flexible time bands 
on a temporary or irregular basis. 
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--Permit employees freedom to choose starting and quit- 
ting times within the tour of duty established by the 
agency, with or without prior supervisory approval: 
require employees to select one of several predeter- 
mined tours; or require employees to submit a sched- 
ule in advance for approval. 

--Require employees to inform their supervisors, in 
advance, of intent to earn or apply credit hours to 
their basic work requirement. 

--Permit employees to occasionally apply credit hours 
to core time bands with a supervisor's prior approval, 
although such hours would normally be applied only 
to flexible time bands. 

--Permit employees to change their approved work sched- 
ules at various time intervals throughout the experi- 
ment: a specific number of times per year; or daily, 
weekly, or monthly. 

I CONCLUSIONS 

We believe that numerous variables can affect AWS re- 
I sults. These include the: 

--Methods used to assess the feasibility of experiment- 
ing with AWS, 

--Manner in which a specific AWS is selected, planned, 
and implemented. 

--Degree of employee and union involvement in planning, 
selecting, designing, and implementing AWS. 

--Specific objectives of AWS. 

--Degree of flexibility provided employees. 

--Degree of management and supervisor support of AWS. 

Each variable must, in our opinion, be considered in assess- 
ing AWS effects and is essential in a controlled experiment 
and evaluation. 

Because OPM did not monitor agencies and work units in 
selecting, planning, and implementing AWS, it does not know 
whether AWS programs have been designed and implemented ac- 
cording to the 1978 act and OPM regulations. Additionally, 
because agencies did not use uniform procedures in assessing, 
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designing, and implementing AWS, it is likely that these 
differences will affect the experiment and evaluation re- 
sults. Consequently, we believe that OPM will not be able 
to validly and reliably assess the effects of AWS since it 
will not know whether the experimental results have been 
caused by the types of schedules or the methods by which 
they were designed and implemented. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OPM's EVALUATION OF THE AWS EXFERIMENT-- 

STATUS AND PROBLEMS 

The most important aspect of the 3-year AWS experiment 
is OPM's overall evaluation. The evaluation must be con- 
ducted in a manner that will produce valid and reliable in- 
formation. Otherwise, the experiment will end and the Con- 
gress will know no more about the effects of AWS and the 
desirability of permanently adopting it than when the exper- 
iment began. 

OPM has developed and is currently implementing a master 
plan for evaluating the AWS experiment, which will result in 
the collection of a large quantity of data. However, OPM must 
overcome inherent weaknesses (see pp. 24-27) in the way the 
data is being gathered and analyzed before it can provide the 
kind of information the Congress needs. If the evaluation is 
not modified, the intended objectives of the experiment will 
not be achieved. 

In developing and enacting the 1978 act, the Congress 
recognized that the potential advantages of AWS probably 
cannot all coexist. For instance, while spreading out rush 
hour may lead to some energy savings through reduced traffic 
congestion, keeping Federal buildings open for longer hours 
may actually increase energy consumption. Eecause competing 
benefits and costs must be assessed, the act wisely mandated 
a closely monitored and evaluated 3-year experiment. How- 
ever, this is not presently being accomplished. 

A particular type of flexible or compressed work sched- 
ule might be a resounding success in one agency or work unit 
and a dismal failure in another. Numerous variables can and 
do influence the effects of AWS, such as the manner in which 
it is implemented, the degree of employee and union partici- 
pation, the degree of flexibility afforded employees, time- 
keeping procedures, geographic setting, organizational size, 
type of work performed, availability of transportation facil- 
ities, and the goal of the experiment itself. In evaluating 
the effects of various AWS, CPM is not identifying, measur- 
ing, and adjusting for such variables. 

To be successful, OPM's evaluation and reports to the 
Congress must provide, to the extent possible, concrete evi- 
dence which will help decide the Federal Government's future 
approach to alternative work schedules. The evaluation 
needs to be valid and reliable to minimize the public's 
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perception of'AWS as just another boon for Federal employees, 
with a negative effect on taxpayers. The evaluation is also 
of particular importance to the private sector since the re- 
sults may well determine whether Federal labor laws will be 
modified to allow companies to use more complex forms of 
flexible and compressed work schedules. 

OPM's LEGISLATED ROLE 

Section 4(b) of the Federal Employees Flexible and Com- 
pressed Work Schedules Act of 1978 required OPM to establish 
by June 27, 1979, a master plan for studying and evaluating 
AWS experiments conducted under the act. The master plan is 
to provide for the study and evaluation of AWS experiments 
within a sample of organizations of different sizes, geo- 
graphic locations, and functions. It is also to include pro- 
cedures for evaluating a sample of experiments sufficient to 
(1) gauge the effects of flexible and compressed work sched- 
ules on the six impact areas identified in the law (see p. 3) 
and (2) determine whether, and in what situations, the Fed- 
eral Government can successfully use AWS. 

The Congress has recognized the need to test and evalu- 
ate different types of AWS in diverse work environments. 
The joint report of the Senate Committees on Governmental 
Affairs and Human Resources stated that 

II* * * the Committees envision a broad-based 
experiment touching several hundred units of 
the Federal Government in order to derive some 
useful data about flexible (i.e., alternative) 
work schedules. * * * experiments with units per- 
forming diverse functions are essential * * * 
and a limited experiment could produce results 
that were seriously skewed." 

OPM's MASTER PLAN 

Although OPM was to have developed its master plan by 
June 27, 1979, the plan was not ready until April 14, 1980. 
According to an OPM official, this delay was caused by a 
lack of sufficient resources and the extensive OPM and labor 
union review processes and approvals which were required. 
Although the final master plan is similar to an interim plan 
which was published for comment in the Federal Register on 
July 20, 1979, key differences exist which, in our opinion, 
will seriously affect the evaluation. 
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OPM's current evaluation approach differs in both con- 
cept and scope from the approach that was outlined in the in- 
terim master plan published in the Federal Register in July 
1979. The revisions to the master plan primarily focus on 
the types of data to be collected, the extent of data collec- 
tion, and the methods of analyzing the collected data. The 
result of these changes is collection of data which may not 
be representative and the failure to consider the impacts 
and interrelationships of variables which affect AWS. 

These changes were made primarily for two reasons. 
First, because the number of work units participating in the 
AWS experiment was much larger than originally expected, OPM 
no longer felt it necessary to include all units in the lon- 
gitudinal and cross-sectional study. Second, OPM modified 
the evaluation approach to make it more manageable given the 
resources available. In addition, because the size of the 
longitudinal study was reduced, OPM determined that it would 
be necessary to alter one of the methods of analyzing the 
collected data. Since it is too early to assess the valkd- 
ity and accuracy of the actual effects of AWS, we concen- 
trated on assessing the strengths and weaknesses of OPM's 
evaluation approach. 

The current master plan (see apps. III and IV) provides 
for evaluating AWS through four types of studies: 

--A longitudinal and cross-sectional study of a sample 
of experimenting work units. 

--Onsite studies conducted by the OPM staff which focus 
on AWS effects on the six impact areas. 

--A special study on the net energy impact of AWS. 

--Narrative evaluation reports which will be prepared 
by each experimenting work unit not included in the 
longitudinal, onsite, and energy studies. 

Number and types of studies 

The original master plan provided for evaluating AWS ef- 
fects through a broad-based, longitudinal and cross-sectional 
study, and intensive special case studies. The longitudinal 
study, which was essentially the same in structure and con- 
cept as the current version, differed in that it encompassed 
all organizations participating in the AWS experiment rather 
than the 70 which are currently included. The 70 were judg- 
mentally selected. 
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The original study included a design for segmenting the 
overall sample using a combination of variables. These vari- 
ables included three levels of organizational size, three 
categories of functions and activities, two levels of geo- 
graphic region, two levels of locale, and four types of work 
schedules. The result was a complex factorial design which 
would have considered 144 possible combinations of variables 
and their effects on AWS. The present design is a simple 
one-way classification using four categories of schedules. 
(See pp. 58 and 59.) 

OPM originally proposed to conduct intensive special 
case studies which would have involved 50 to 75 work units. 
The scope of these studies differed from the present onsite 
studies mainly in the kind and extensiveness of data that 
would be collected. Each of the studies would have entailed 
collecting extensive data on the effects of AWS used by the 
organization on one particular impact area. Some of the pres- 
ent onsite studies, while not as extensive as the special 
studies, are designed to evaluate the effects of AWS on more 
than one impact area. Also, some of the present studies in- 
clude control groups which are not participating in the ex- 
periment. We believe these are particularly desirable fea- 
tures since there may be tradeoffs in using AWS, and control 
groups allow AWS effects to be identified more definitively. 

In addition to the extensiveness of the data collected, 
the special studies also differed from the present onsite 
studies in that OPM would have been greatly involved in the 
actual development and implementation of the work units‘ AWS 
experiments. Such an approach may have provided the oppor- 
tunity, under a controlled situation, to show that AWS should 
be designed and implemented to achieve certain desired goals 
or benefits (e.g., increased service to the public). Under 
the current onsite studies, OPM will focus on identifying 
problems and benefits in planning, implementing, and func- 
tioning under AWS. The manner in which AWS was implemented, 
the specific AWS objectives, and the parameters within which 
AWS is administered are not presently a focus of either the 
onsite or longitudinal studies. 

The current requirement-- that all work units not partic- 
ipating in the longitudinal, onsite, and the special energy 
studies must prepare narrative reports evaluating their AWS-- 
was not included in the original master plan. We believe 
these reports have potential for generating much evidence 
concerning the effects of AWS, but only if OPM provides 
enough guidance on how evaluations should be conducted and 
reports prepared. The focus needs to be on obtaining compar- 
able data which allows aggregation and comparative analysis. 
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Analytical methods 

The analytic process of the present master plan differs 
from the original plan primarily in one respect. While both 
plans provide for the use of descriptive statistics and 
trend analysis, the present master plan also provides for 
analysis of variance, whereas the former plan provided for 
multiple regression, including analysis of variance. Multi- 
ple regression would allow OPM to determine the importance 
and interrelationships of various factors which influence 
the success or failure of an organization's AWS. The analy- 
sis of variance is not an appropriate technique for assessing 
the effects of variables which influence AWS as envisioned 
in the original master plan design. 

In short, in evaluating AWS it is necessary to identify, 
analyze, and adjust for variables before measuring the ef- 
fects of AWS. Regression analysis allows the effects of 
these variables to be considered jointly, in various combina- 
tions, and individually: however, regression analysis, in 
this case, requires a fairly large sample to obtain reliable 
results. L/ 

OPM is currently using analysis of variance because it 
is only sampling enough cases to make inferences about the 
effects of four types of AWS. This approach will not allow 
OPM to determine the effects of multiple variables on AWS. 
Consequently, OPM will not be able to validly and reliably 
identify the positive and negative effects of AWS and the 
situations under which it may be successfully used. 

SPECIFIC ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

As recognized by OPM in the master plan, the data col- 
lected in the AWS experiment must be analyzed and condensed 
in a manner which aids its comprehension and interpretation. 
This is particularly critical to the AWS project, since the 
purpose of the experiment and the evaluation is to provide 

l/Various "rules of thumb" have been proposed for relating 
- sample size to the number cf variables in a multivariate 

analysis. A former president of the Royal Statistical 
Society, Sir Maurice Kendall, prefers 10 cases for each 
variable: others allow as few as 5, and still others set 
the minimum at 25. Adopting Kendall's rule, 1,440 cases 
would be needed to satisfy OPM's original factorial design 
of 144 combinations of variables. 
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concrete evidence on which to base policy decisions and leg- 
islative action. It is especially important, in our opinion, 
to assess the impacts and interrelationships of as many en- 
vironmental and organizational variables as possible, so 
that the true effects of AWS can be measured. 

We are specifically concerned with each of the follow- 
ing individual aspects of OPM's current master plan. 

Overall approach 

We believe OPM's current master plan lacks important 
experimental control. The lack of control will flaw the 
validity and reliability of the experimental results. The 
most fundamental area in which this lack of control can be 
seen is in the basic design of the AWS experiment itself. 
Had OPM conducted a "true" scientific experiment, it would 
have exercised tight control over the design of the AWS pro- 
grams: randomly assigned units to various types of program 
formats, including a no-program control condition: developed 
standardized measures and instruments for assessing program 
outcomes: and established controls to insure that the meas- 
ures and instruments were uniformly applied, both before and 
during the program. Each of these elements of a true experi- 
ment is designed to control factors which have consistently 
created ambiguity, controversy, and errors in the interpreta- 
tion of research results. 

Instead of controls such as these, we found that: 

--Only in a few instances has OPM reviewed work units' 
AWS plans. Therefore, in evaluating AWS effects, OPM 
will not know whether the plans comply with the pro- 
visions of the 1978 act and OPM's program regulations. 
Additionally, by not reviewing the plans and their ad- 
ministration, OPM may be overlooking key variables in 
assessing AWS effects. For example, the degree of 
flexibility afforded individualsmay affect their 
views toward AWS. Also, certain AWS may be success- 
ful from employees' views, but a failure from manage- 
ment's view if the organization's intended objectives 
are not being met. 

--Comparison groups, composed of work units not partic- 
ipating in the AWS experiment, are not being Used 
enough. By carefully selecting work units which are 
operating under the same or similar environmental and 
organizational variables, OPM would be in a better 
situation to attribute specific results to AWS. Ad- 
ditionally, nonparticipants' views are extremely 
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important since they may be adversely affected by 
other individuals and work units using AWS. 

* 

--OPM is not considering the public's views in assessing 
the effect of AWS on quality of service to the public. 

--OPM has not used any specific scientific procedures 
for selecting work units to be incorporated in the 
longitudinal, onsite, and special energy studies. 
OPM subjectively selected units which met certain pre- 
determined criteria and variables. Consequently, it 
is gathering and analyzing information which may not 
be representative of the Federal work force. 

--OPM lacks reliable information on the types of AWS 
being used and the number of work units and employees 
using them. In reviewing OPM's master lists of par- 
ticipants and individual work unit's notifications of 
intent to participate in the experiment (see ch. 21, 
we found some listings contained the same work units 
more than once, wrong listings of the types of AWS 
being used, incorrect numbers of employees actually 
using AWS, and some cases where a unit or even an 
agency participating in the experiment was not in- 
cluded on the master listing. 

--OPM, on several occasions, extended the deadline for 
participating in the experiment. Although October 1, 
1979, was the initial deadline, OPM still was allow- 
ing work units to begin experiments as late as April 
1980. Consequently, the total number of work units 
and employees participating in the experiment contin- 
uously changed. This complicates sampling procedures 
because the population is not a fixed number. 

--In conducting its evaluation, OPM, for the most part, 
is not considering and compensating for certain vari- 
ables which need to be considered. These include the 
reasons for implementing a specific AWS: the degree of 
employee and union participation in selecting, design- 
ing I and implementing AWS; the degree of employee flex- 
ibility; the impact of varied timekeeping procedures: 
restrictions on earning and using credit hours for 
those using flexible schedules: child care availabil- 
ity; and modes and availability of transportation for 
commuting to and from work. Additionally, OPM is not 
considering or compensating for the possible effects 
of work units beginning experiments at different times. 
Work units which began experiments after others may 
have benefited from other units' experiences. 
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Longitudinal and cross-sectional study 

If developed and administered properly, we believe an 
employee survey which is both longitudinal and cross- 
sectional would have been an excellent vehicle for measuring 
employees' and supervisors' reactions to AWS. OPM's study 
is not truly “longitudinal," however, because no attempt is 
being made to identify respondents (e.g., through the use of 
code numbers). OPM is not considering the fact that the 
makeup of Federal work units is not static. Therefore, even 
though the same number of respondents may complete an em- 
ployee questionnaire at all four points in the administra- 
tion process, the changes in attitudes of the same respond- 
ents will not be known. OPM's approach does not consider 
or compensate for those individuals who leave a work unit 
and are replaced by others with opposing views concerning 
AWS. Other weaknesses include the following: 

--Because agencies were permitted to begin AWS experi- 
ments befcre the master plan was finalized, OPM was 
unable to obtain pre-experimental responses from most 
individuals who are included in the "longitudinal" 
study. Consequently, GPM will not be able to reli- 
ably assess how attitudes about the six impact areas 
changed as a result of implementing AWS. 

--The AWS questionnaire was designed with the intention 
of collecting pre-experimental data. After missing 
the opportunity for collecting this data, OPM did not 
redesign the questionnaire. We believe this is essen- 
tial because the questionnaire uses indirect questions 
and in many cases does not address specifics which re- 
sulted solely from implementing AWS. 

--For the questionnaires which have been administered 
thus far, OPM has not identified which responses are 
those of individuals not using AWS. OPM selected 
work units to participate in the' study and not all 
employees within the units are necessarily using AWS. 

In summary, because, for the most part, (1) comparison 
groups were not established, (2) pre-experimental data was 
not obtained, and (3) the methods being used do not analyze 
the interrelationships of variables and their effects on AWS, 
OPM will not be able to differentiate and assess the effects 
of AWS and the effects of variables. 
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Onsite studies 

Although OPM states in its master plan that the onsite 
studies will supplement the longitudinal and cross-sectional 
study and the narrative reports, the OPM Research Director 
told us at the conclusion of our review that the onsite 
studies will probably yield the most reliable data. As cur- 
rently structured, he believes the studies will allow OPM to 
make more specific conclusions about AWS effects and to 
develop a better understanding of the effects and interrela- 
tionships of variables on a particular AWS. 

We agree that onsite studies could be useful in assess- 
ing AWS effects, especially when comparison groups are used. 
However, we believe at least three additional essential ele- 
ments must be considered. First, the 9 or 10 onsite studies 
which are presently planned include agencies and work units 
which were judgmentally selected. These sites were chosen 
primarily because of the availability of certain kinds of 
data and a willingness to cooperate--not because they are 
statistically representative of any major segment of the Fed- 
eral work force. The problem with this approach is that OPM 
is gathering and analyzing extensive amounts of data which 
may not be typical of the Federal work force. It is likely, 
therefore, that the onsite studies will result in OPM's pre- 
senting facts and conclusions only about the work units in- 
cluded in the studies. 

Second, while some of the onsite studies will assess 
the effects of AWS on more than one of the six impact areas, 
we believe it is necessary to consider them all because 
there may be offsetting effects. 

Third, the onsite studies need to be more formal and 
structured. Currently, the format for each study is differ- 
ent and is tailored to each specific agency or work unit. 
This approach makes it less likely that OPM will be able to 
validly compare the onsite results. Additionally, there is 
a need to include a structured set of questions for inter- 
viewing employees, supervisors, and managers so that OPM is 
assured of obtaining at least the minimum amount of informa- 
tion it needs. 

Narrative reports 

While the use of narrative reports is noteworthy be- 
cause it represents an attempt by OPM to obtain information 
from all experimenting work units, we believe the reports 
will generate more data than OPM is equipped to interpret 
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and analvze. Also of concern is the fact that OPM has pro- 
vided oniy general information on what should be included in 
the reports and has not provided guidance on how the informa- 
tion should be obtained or developed. Additionally, OPM has 
not developed a procedure for collating and interpreting the 
information which will be included in these reports. OPM 
will, at the conclusion of the AWS experiment, have as many 
as 1,300 narrative reports of varying lengths and formats 
which it will not be equipped to analyze. We believe that 
the methods for analyzing and evaluating the data and vari- 
ables must be specified in advance. 

Special energy study 

As is the case with other aspects of OPM's evaluation, 
the specific number and types of work units and their loca- 
tions were selected judgmentally. Consequently, OPM will 
not know whether the data obtained and the conclusions drawn 
are representative. In addition, we do not believe that the 
method of analyzing the results will meet the objective of 
assessing the effects of AWS on mass transit facilities. 

The transportation survey is geared toward gathering 
data on commuting habits of individuals working varied sched- 
ules, including the standard 8-hour day. OPM plans to ana- 
lyze the differences in commuting habits of individuals work- 
ing different AWS and to compare the commuting patterns of 
AWS users with nonusers. While this information will be 
both useful and interesting, we believe that the approach 
must also address how AWS affects individuals' commuting 
habits and how the availability of transportation modes af- 
fects individuals' opportunities to use AWS and the degree 
of flexibility permitted. 

We also believe that, because the transportation survey 
is being administered on a specific day, the questionnaire 
should be revised to insure that the particular commuting 
mode listed is actually the one the individual normally uses. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work 
Schedules Act of 1978 wisely provides for a period of exper- 
imentation and evaluation before a decision is made regard- 
ing the desirability of allowing permanent use of AWS. The 
ongoing experiment is, in our view, a large and important en- 
deavor in the Federal Government. We believe it is essential 
that the experiment's evaluation provide valid and reliable 
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conclusions on the effects of AWS in the Federal environment. 
It is also very important to determine whether, and in what 
situations, AWS is feasible. 

If the advantages which have been realized as a result 
of using AWS in the private sector also apply to the Federal 
sector, AWS may improve the efficiency of Government opera- 
tions and the quality of work and home life, increase em- 
ployee morale, and reduce operating costs. AWS may also re- 
sult in reduced energy consumption and better use of mass 
transit facilities. If these advantages are applicable to 
the Federal Government, we believe the potential exists for 
considerable cost savings. In addition, it is essential 
that the disadvantages be identified and assessed in light 
of the competing benefits so an actual evaluation of the de- 
sirability of using AWS can be accomplished. 

OPM's current master plan for evaluating the AWS experi- 
ment will not generate the information needed to assess the 
various positive and negative effects. We believe that, at 
the conclusion of the 3-year experiment, OPM will have a mas- 
sive amount of data, but will not be in a position to pre- 
sent valid and reliable information on the effects of AWS, 
and the experiment's intended objectives will not be 
achieved. The principal reason for this was a decision by 
OPM not to conduct a true scientific experiment, but rather 
to let agencies design their own AWS programs, to provide 
them with only broad guidance on how to evaluate those pro- 
grams, and to cut back on its own factorially complex design 
which would have allowed the assessment of a number of vari- 
ables which affect AWS results. 

As more questions and criticisms are raised concerning 
the evaluation approach and analytical methods, the evalua- 
tion results will become less credible. The result will be 
the completion of a 3-year experiment with little additional 
knowledge about AWS and whether, and in what situations, it 
can be successfully and permanently used by-the Federal Gov- 
ernment. The consequence of this effort could be permanent 
adoption of AWS in environments where it is not in the best 
interest of the Government to do so. Conversely, the Congress 
could decide not to allow the permanent use of AWS when in 
fact its use might be beneficial from both a cost and effi- 
ciency standpoint. 

We believe that, given the present state of the AWS ex- 
periment and evaluation, at least four options exist: 

--Continue the current experiment and evaluation with- 
out change, accepting its weaknesses and limitations. 
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--Modify the existing experiment and evaluation to im- 
prove the quality of the evaluation results, realiz- 
ing that the data may not be representative. 

--Develop a new evaluation approach to maximize the op- 
portunity for providing the Congress with the needed 
data. 

--Completely stop the AWS experiment. 

We believe the first and last options are not desirable. 
If the existing experiment and evaluation are continued, the 
data will be questionable, the experiment's intended objec- 
tives will not be achieved, and the Congress will not have 
valid and reliable information to decide the desirability of 
permanently using AWS. Stopping the experiment is also not 
desirable because no one will know whether the benefits 
derived in the private sector also apply to the Federal Gov- 
ernment. This would be especially crucial if AWS can reduce 
operating costs and increase productivity. 

We believe that modifying the existing evaluation ap- 
proach or developing a new one are the best options. How- 
ever, the experiment may have to be extended beyond 3 years 
to allow the master plan to be redesigned and executed if 
the experiment's objectives are to be achieved. Rather than 
gathering massive amounts of information from which broad 
generalizations will undoubtedly be made, we believe OPM 
should place greater emphasis on collecting and analyzing 
quality data from which reliable and valid conclusions can 
be drawn. In our opinion, the effects and interrelation- 
ships of variables should be analyzed and some form of ex- 
perimental approach with comparison groups should be used. 
This approach could include the development of tightly con- 
trolled demonstration projects and the random assignment of 
units to those projects, as well as to a delayed implementa- 
tion control group. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS 

In view of the importance of the AWS experiment and the 
fact that the Congress will eventually have to decide whether 
to allow permanent use of AWS in the Federal Government, we 
recommend that oversight hearings be held on the status and 
adequacy of AWS implementation and evaluation. In conducting 
this oversight, we recommend that the Congress consider the 

-'Lneed for, and costs and benefits associated with, 
modifying the existing master plan or developing a 
new one; 
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--necessity for extending the 3-year experiment, and 

--desirability of establishing a joint executive agency 
task force to redesign and execute the master plan 
and to provide the needed experimental control. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO DIRECTOR, 
OPM, AND THE CONGRESS 

We do not believe that OPM's master plan will provide 
the information the Congress needs to assess the effects of 
AWS and to determine whether, and in what situations, it may 
be permanently used in the Federal Government. For this 
reason, we recommend that OPM work with the Congress to as- 
sess the current master plan and the type and quality of in- 
formation it will yield. As a minimum, we believe OPM and 
the Congress must agree on the 

--specific evaluation objectives*, 

--criteria for measuring attainment of those objectives: 

--costs and benefits of various experimental designs 
and analytical approaches; and 

--desired levels of precision and confidence. 

In making this joint assessment, we recommend that OPM 
and the Congress consider the desirability and need for: 

--Using scientific sampling procedures which would al- 
low findings and conclusions to be projected to the 
overall Federal work force. 

--Analyzing multiple variables which may affect AWS im- 
pact and adjusting for variables which affect the 
results. 

--Gathering public views about AWS and its effects on 
the degree and quality of the Federal Government's 
service to the public. Such consideration should 
include comparing public views with those using and 
not using AWS. 

--Establishing a "true" scientific experiment in which 
program design is carefully controlled, units are 
randomly assigned to program formats and to a con- 
trol condition, and standardized data is collected 
on the effectiveness of the program. 
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To the extent that features of OPM's current evaluation 
approach are incorporated in any new plan, we have the fol- 
lowing specific recommendations. 

Lonqitudinal and cross-sectional study 

--Eliminate the current employee and supervisor ques- 
tionnaire which is being administered four times 
during the experiment. 

--Design a new questionnaire which would specifically 
address the AWS experiences of employees, supervisors, 
and managers; individual reactions to AWS; and self- 
reported changes in individual behavior which resulted 
from AWS. The questionnaire could be administered 
only once, toward the end of the 3-year experiment, 
to a sample of individuals which would be representa- 
tive of the Federal work force. 

--Incorporate two open-ended questions in the question- 
naire. The first would ask respondents to describe 
the most positive specific things that happened to 
them as a result of using AWS. The second would ask 
them to describe the most negative aspects. This ap- 
proach will identify the specific things individuals 
actually experienced as opposed to strictly subjec- 
tive responses which might be affected by perceived 
notions of what the individual should have experienced. 

--Obtain responses from both users and nonusers of AWS. 
In an organization where AWS is being used, the indi- 
viduals not participating in the experiment may be 
those who are most adversely affected. 

Onsite studies 

--Include agencies or work units which are more represen- 
tative of some of the larger segments of the Federal 
work force. 

--Standardize the format for the case studies to a de- 
gree so that the results can be compared. A standard 
procedure should be developed for interviewing a spe- 
cified number of personnel within each organization, 
and a standardized document should be used for report- 
ing productivity changes. This latter document should 
provide for assessing the degree to which productivity 
measure is under employees' control. It should also 
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provide for a description of the processes or mechan- 
isms by which AWS influenced productivity. For exam- 
ple, if productivity increased, was it because the 
building was open more hours, 
held over, 

more projects were being 
or more uninterrupted time was available? 

--Consider using outside contractors to conduct some of 
the case studies to determine how AWS was implemented; 
the reactions of employees and management: and the 
changes in operations, employee routines, and unit 
output. In-house assessments and independent outside 
assessments could be compared. This approach might 
be particularly useful since OPM has been charged with 
both implementing and evaluating the AWS experiment. 

Narrative reports 

--Require a sample of work units to prepare their narra- 
tive reports about 1 year after they begin their AWS 
experiments. This approach could serve as a pretest 
to determine the major difficulties encountered in 
evaluating AWS and to develop a more structured and 
useful reporting format for the remainder of the units 
to use. By specifying more precisely what information 
is required and how it should be obtained, OPN should 
be able to minimize the probability of biased and in- 
correct reporting. Such an approach would also help 
to eliminate the possibilities of OPM being inundated 
with a mass of data which varies widely in quality 
and content and for which there is no explicit analy- 
sis plan. 

--Monitor the work units' data collection. There is 
too little control to insure that the information 
which will be included in the reports is carefully 
and systematically compiled inan unbiased manner. 
OPM should provide information to individuals who are 
charged with preparing the narrative reports. 

--Determine the approach for reviewing and analyzing 
the reports as soon as possible. 

Special energy study 

--Include in the study an assessment of (1) how AWS has 
affected individuals' modes of transportation, vehicle 
usage, and ability to use public mass transit and (2) 
how the availability of mass transit affects individ- 
uals' abilities to use AWS or to exercise maximum AWS 
flexibility. 
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Additionhlly, we recommend that, to the degree possible, 
OPM reallocate internal funds to the AWS Program Office 80 ad- 
ditional experienced staff with the necessary qualifications 
can assist in redesigning and executing the master plan. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NEED FOR CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT 

The Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work 
Schedules Act of 1978 is significant and important legisla- 
tion which we support. The results of the 3-year experiment, 
which was mandated by the act, may ultimately affect the 
work habits and patterns of all Federal employees. Addition- 
ally, if a decision is made to allow permanent use of all 
types of alternative work schedules in the Federal sector, 
we believe that the private sector may expand its use of 
more sophisticated work schedules. 

In our view, the importance of the 3-year experiment 
cannot be overstated. We believe it is essential that the 
overall experiment and individual agencies'and work units' 
work schedules be carefully planned, designed, implemented, 
and evaluated. The experiment must be controlled as much 
as possible. Control is essential for determining and as- 
sessing the actual AWS effects; whether the maximum benefits 
to both the organization and employees have been achieved: 
and whether the results of an AWS experiment are caused by 
the work schedule itself or by the manner in which it was 
planned, designed, implemented, or evaluated. 

Because of the importance of this legislation and the 
potential benefits which both the Government and employees 
may derive from using AWS, the evaluation of the experiment 
must be closely controlled and monitored. In retrospect, it 
is unfortunate that the implementing legislation did not in- 
clude an oversight requirement and specify a desired over- 
sight procedure. The act simply required OPM to establish 
an experimental program: develop and execute a master plan 
for evaluating the program: and prepare two reports at the 
conclusion of the experiment, recommending needed legisla- 
tive and administrative changes or actions and addressing 
the results of the overall experiment. - 

An oversight framework should have included extensive 
discussions and communications between OPM and the Congress 
concerning the: 

--Specific objectives and expectations of both the 
overall experiment and the.evaluation. 

--Development of evaluation criteria for measuring AWS 
impact and for providing the necessary information. 
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--&thods for collecting and analyzing the required 
information. 

--Procedures for preparing the final analysis and 
reports. 

F'or each of these steps, various alternatives should have 
been considered and all parties should have been informed of 
the potential advantages and disadvantages of each approach 
and the cost involved. We believe that before the evaluation 
began, the Congress and OPM should have determined jointly 
what specific evaluation approach should have been used in 
light of the advantages and costs involved. Most importantly, 
the evaluation approach agreed upon should have been one 
which would provide the type of valid, reliable, and conclu- 
sive evidence the Congress needs. 

SUGGESTED OVERSIGHT PROCEDURE 

In prior testimony before the Congress, we have recog- 
nized "a growing consensus on the need to improve congres- 
sional oversight." We have stated that oversight is the 
process by which the Congress learns about the implementa- 
tion, results, effectiveness, and adequacy of the laws it 
has enacted and the programs it has authorized and funded. 

We have indicated that oversight requires the Congress 
to "acquire knowledge about the operation and results of 
laws and programs" and to "provide for the collectNlon and 
reporting of information on programs and their results." We 
support the need for clear statements of program objectives 
to enable systematic monitoring and evaluation of programs. 

In our report, "Finding Out How Programs Are Working: 
Suggestions for Congressional Oversight" (PAD-78-3, NOV. 22, 
19771, we suggested that a disciplined process be estab- 
lished for agencies to follow in monitoring, evaluating, and 
reporting on their programs to answer congressional oversight 
questions. We further indicated the importance of the com- 
mittee and agency agreement on the oversight questions which 
are most important and on the evaluation measures which can 
satisfactorily answer those questions. 

T'he report presented a framework for an oversight pro- 
cedure which included 

--setting up oversight requirements, 

--reporting agency progress in implementing programs, 
and 
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--reporting planned evaluation measures and results. 

We believe the oversight planning framework discussed in 
that report is an excellent tool for assisting the Congress 
in planning and structuring effective oversight procedures, 
and it should have been incorporated in the AWS legislation. 
While oversight was not provided for in the legislation, we 
strongly believe it is needed now and should be initiated 
through congressional hearings. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

MODELS OF FLEXIBLE AND COMPRESSED 

WORK SCHEDULES 

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES 

The following models, which OPM prepared, illustratf, 
examples of typical flexitime configurations being used in 
the AWS experiment. The flexitour and gliding schedules 
have been used in the Federal Government since 1972. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 
1 

(1) Flexitour/Modified Flexitour 

In the following example 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. represent the earliest 
time an employee may begin work and the latest time an employee may end wo:k 
under this program. The employee may select a starting time between 
7:OO a.m. and 9:00 a.m.1 however, all employees must be present between 
9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. 

FlexitourAUlodiiled Flexitour 

(Includes S-hour lunch) 

7:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m. 500 p.m. 

Flexltour 

-employee preselects starting time 

-may select new schedule at time intervals provided by program 

Modified Flexitour 

-same as above but schedule may be modified with prior notification 
and approval of supervisor 
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APPEdDIX I APPENDIX I 

(2) Gliding Schedule/Modified Gliding Schedule 

GlidSng/Modified 613ding 

----------1 

;%<s?%E& SERVICE HOURS I 
I 

Core Time 
(Includes %-hour lunch) 

I 1 I I I I 
7:oo 7:30 9:oo 3:oo 4:30 6:00 

a.m. p.m. 

Gliding Schedule 

-within flexible bands, employees may vary starting time without 
prior notification or approval of the supervisor 

Modified Gliding Schedule 

-g-hour customer service band established 

-employees may vary starting time but must insure minimum coverage 
level is maintained during customer service hours 
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APPENDIX I 

(3) Variable Day 

APPENDIX I 

Variable Day 
6:00 10 2 6:00 
a 

M 

) I 
T 

W 

Th 

I. 

IO 

7 

10 

8 

5 

Total Hours Worked Weekly = 40 . 

. 

-employee may vary the length of the workday as long as he/she is 
present for core time within limits established by organization 

-must work or account for the basic work requirement, e.g., 40 hours 
for a full-time employee 

-credit hour accumulation is limited to a maximum of 10 hours 
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APPENDIX I 

(4) Variable Week 

APPENDIX I 

6 
a.m. 

Th 

F 

Variable Week 
WEEK 1 WEEK 2 

6 6 
p.m. a.m. 

6 
p.m. 

Hours 

9 8 

IO 8 

8 6 

8 8 

- 
Hours Worked 45 37 

Total Hours Worked Biweekly = 45 + 37 = 82 _ 
Basic Work Requirement = 80 

2 credit hours remaining 

-employee may vnry the length of the ('.a~ nnd the workweek a~ long 
as he/she is present for core time 

-must work or account for the basic work requirement, e.g., 80 hours 
each biweekly pay period for a full-time employee 

-credit hour accumulation for carryover to a succeeding pay period is 
limited to a maximum of 10 hours by the Act, or to such lesser amount 
as determined by the organization 
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APPENDIX I APPEN”DIX I 

Maxiflex 
WEEK 1 WEEK 2 

6 10 2 6 6 10 2 6 
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m 

M 

Th 

Hours 

8 0 

6 10 

- - 
Hours Worked 43 39 

. 

Total Hours Worked Biweekly = 82 
Baste Work Hequlrement = 80 - 

2 credit hours remaining 

-employees must be present for core days as we13 as core hours 

-basic work requirement is 80 hours each biweekly pay period 

-credit hour accumulation is limited to a maximum of 10 hours 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

COMPRESSED SCHEDULES ---- -- 

The following models of compressed work schedules were 
also prepared by OPM. While the 3-day workweek is illu- 
strated, its use has been limited under the experiment. The 
4-day workweek is presently the most popular compressed 
schedule. 
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APPENDIX I 

(1) Three-Day Compressed Schedule 

Th 

F 

S 

31Day Week 
HOURS WORKED 

13 hours, 20 minutes 

13 hours, 20 minutes 

13 hours, 20 minutes 

GROUP B 13 hours, 20 minutes 

GROUP B 13 hours, 20 minutes 

GROUP B 13 hours, 20 minutes 

APPENDIX I 

Total Hours Worked Weekly, GROUP A = 40 
Total Hours Worked Weekly, GROUP B = 40 

-full-time employees work 40 hours, 3 days each week 

-basic work requirement is 13 hours, 20 minutes each day 
and 40 hours each week 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

(2) Four-Day Compressed Schedule 

M 

T 

w 

Th 

Hours Worked 

10 

10 

10 

10 

Total Hours Wqrked Weekly = 40 

-full-time employees work 40 hours, 4 days each week 

-basic work requirement is 10 hours each day and 40 hours 
each week 
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APPENDIX I 

(3) 5-h/9 Plan 

M 

T 

w 

Th 

F 

M 

T 

w 

Th 

F 

WEEK 1 

APPErjDIX I 

5-419 Wan 

GROUP A 

Hours 
WEEK 2 

I 
Approximately 
9 hours a day 

GROUP B 

Hours 

Approximately 
9 hours a day 

Total Hours Worked Biweekly, Group A = 80 

Total Hours Worked Biweekly, Group B = 80 

-full-time employee works 80 hours for the biweekly pay period 
5 days one week and 4 days the next week 

-basic work requirement is 80 hours every two weeks. 
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APPENDIX II 

AGENCIES AND WORK UNITS CONTACTED 

APPENDIX II 

Office of Personnel Manaqement 
-Reqional Offices 

Atlanta, Georgia 
Denver, Colorado 

DTartment of Agriculture 
Headauarters, Washinqton, DC 
Food-Safety and Quality Service, Eastern 

Laboratory, Athens, Georgia 
Food and Nutrition Service 

Atlanta, Georgia 
Denver, Colorado 

Soil Conservation Service 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Davis, California 
Denver, Colorado 

Department of the Air Force 
Lowry Air Force Base, Denver, Colorado 

Department of the Army 
Army Audit Agency 

Headquarters, Washington, DC 
Atlanta, Georgia 

D=artment of Commerce - 
Headquarters, Washington, DC 
Bureau of the Census 

Atlanta, Georgia 
Lakewood, Colorado 

Department of Defense 
Defense Contract Audit Agency, Marietta, Georgia 
OCHAMPUS, Aurora, Colorado 

. 

Dsartment of Energy - - 
Regional Office, Lakewood, Colorado 

Department of Interior 
National Park Service, Rocky Mountain Regional Office, 

Denver, Colorado 

Department of Transportation 
Coast Guard, Headauarters, Washinqton, DC 
Research and Special Programs Administration, 

College Park, Georgia 
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APPENDIX II APPEND'IX II 

Environmental Protection Aqency 
Headquarters, Washington, DC 
Environmental Research Laboratory 

Athens, Georgia 
Gulf Breeze, Florida 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Regional Offices 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Denver, Colorado 

National Enforcement Investigation Center, Denver, 
Colorado 

Office of the Assistant Inspector General for Audit 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Chicago, Illinois 

General Services Administration 
Regional Offices 

Atlanta, Georgia 
Denver, Colorado 

Veterans Administration 
Regional Office, Denver, Colorado 
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Rules and Regulations ?dd WLn 
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certihed IO a specific poeitron by I State 
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ACTKWC Final MeNer Plan for the 
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redud lor@~udinal rtudy. 
Rderuwr lo I 

err 
J IhIdieI heve 

bera 8umlMl 

Employmcnl 

Marler Plen for the Alknullvo Woe* 
scbeduh cxperlm.0~ Frogrom 

The Federal Employeec Flexible and 
Compreeerd Work SchduJe~ Act of 
1078 mqulrt, Ibe emu of PenoMel 
Mane cment IO crbbllab a program to 
provl& eo rdequete baeie on wbicb IO 
evJurk the 86ecUvcncra of l llemaUva 
work whedulea. TNr Ma&r Pkn 
ouUlne~ the rereercb uedlooh Ibe 
l x~erimenlrl deerop % e data wllectbn 
pmcedwr. and UJC analytic tnchniquer 
whkb will he wed far rvalue 
impact of ehemaUve wnrk ac 3” da on 

lbePedaMldkrnr 

L&V 

A. Ceaeml la@oolian 

Ibe bdey. roban wdmamb dtb 
bedelaeqanda!e&lgnmelebe~ 
rrmalned drr do- work rcbeduk 

for lbc peel 40 years. II i, only In the 
sot ‘1~ yeera theI orgeniutionm have 

& gun lo experiment with rl~emalrve 
work echeduleo. the1 II, work rchedules 
wNcb l Uow mome flexibility ln eelectlon 
of rly time@ or which compreee the 
work~ee MO romc period ebortu tbnn 
the tmdltional6 dryr. 

The two 4anerrl WeMe@ of 
dtemetivr work echeduler u-e Dufble 
and compmued worhveelo. A lLxible 
rcbedule allow* an employee I0 my. 
titbb wnrbdnt~ rat b the 
0grlNeuoa. Ih time1 isI or abe nports 
for duty ad departs born work A 
comprnaed w&week b one which 
c~mpam~ the @-bow workweek baa 
Ieee tb~ 6 dry& or Jtematlvely cbe f~- 
hour biweekly py period Ido leu Iben 
lo worklq daya. llw moel common 
compreued workweek bu four. ll%bour 
daye. 

In 1907. Mea~enctimlWBoelkow- 
Blohm. en rerorprce company In 
Munich. Weel Cennrn 

I 
, becdme the 

flrsl mejar lnduetriel p ant In the world 
to edopl e flexible working houn 
rrrrngemenl for il l Zoo0 employees. The 
lmpetue behind lEue furl experiment 
with flexltlme warn the aevue bafhc 
bohoeck around the frctory. crueed 
by revere! thouernd workcn all eta-g 
and leaving work II the erme lime. 

W&in 15 moothe the experimeol wee 
]udeed I eucceee. end flexkime wae 
made permanent Al firet rlowly. end 
then lrler rl uI increrr 

98 
pace. olber 

European burkrue finne gan trying l 
variety of rcheduling l mqerneatr 
involvin( flexible bows 

Although flrvi iotroduusd Ia lbe 
United Staler b lOn, by l&7 there 
were an s&mated 26 b 3.5 millioo 
employrar (epproxinbelely 4 percenl of 
lbe work& populalioa) 00 Mble 
rcbedulr sot counting (bore 
profe1r10nrlr mM+JB, rakepeople. 
end eelf-errrployed worltem who bed 
lory eel tbelr own work e&&lee. 
Additionally, them wm 2.1 mill100 
American warker on oomprucwd 
workweeka lo 1077. 

lo l recent review of lb* empLiul 
Uterrture oo Oexlble bows 
Colembleweld l d Proebl (Robert I. 
Colemblcwrkl and Carl W. ProeN, Jr., 
“A survey of Qc Ernpirlc~l utcnture 00 
Flexlblc Workhours: Chvlctor and 
Conrrqumwe of l Mejot Irmovetion.” 
Academy of Management Review. 
Oclobn 1~6, pp. a7aq found da1 
tbcm II wtdeepread IMUMI La and 
cntbudaem lot lhen achedulr even 
thou& ao amplrlul beh for adopt@ 
Ibent la. far be q Nt pm. Iaddo#. 
HJtberto. trrr bar mol baa adWent 
etud ,eUbutamrmbe~orhrigoe.to 
.~&c.-“-dl6-h~ahe 
IO vui0u1 wsp of #tNddq or 
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rdmhirtedq rucb rcbedules. Few 
rtudiee ueed control or compemon 
groupe: few provided e longtudmel 
perspective or any 10rl of eM!isW9l 
trertmenl Aootber deficiency of 
preview rtudier Ir thrt molt of theee 
ebdlu am0 eplducbd m Jericrl. 
wNleeUaramtex~. Purihmore. 
tbeae ahdler tended 10 overlook the 
hoprct d alternative work echedulee on 
performaoce and productivity. Finelly. 
pee! rhrdlee have not been eophi#ttuted 
coo 

T 
to take Inlo l ccoun! the 

varir IUty lhal may rcrull born lbe 
difkrence~ between unioo end non- 
unioo remDg1. 

In summary. prcviou~ etudieo on 
l ltemrtive work rcbeduler have been 
nurww end Um(trd. ln eddition 10 lhe 
denciencier dircuered ebove. they hrve 
tended lo ~OCUI lr ely on employeeI’ 

?I l llituder about euc echedulrl end on 
mrcro-bebrviorel vtieblee. ~ucb u 
eNecu on tic UIC of vrcrtion time end 
on tudinerr. Convenely. they have wid 
little etlention to manrgere’ rtlltudee 
end chrngeo In thoc rttrludo et 
l f’fecled by ~ucb rcbedule8. 

i?. Pub. L OSJW 

The R&dent end the Congrrae have 
found the evidence on altemetive work 
rcbedulee to be enffhziently enrourngl 
to warrant the cnactmenl ol the Federr 1 
Employeer Mble rind Comprsreed 
Work Scbedulea Act of 1078. pub. I. M- 
NO mandeto a syear period of 
conrroiled rxpsrlwnlrtion with the uee 
of flexible and oompreeeed work 
rcbcdulcr for employscr of l pwiea In 
the executive bmoeb of tbe UnIted 
Staler Covemmeat. Ibe purpose of tbe 
experimentaticm Ir to determine the 
impecte-both ~oeltivr and negative 
wblcb cbeee dmnatlver to @editional 
work echedulee may have on: [I) 
EfYlcienq of *emroeot OpbTab;ON: (1) 
ret-via IO tbe public; (3) nuee tmoell 
facilitlu; (4) eoeqy conmmptioo; (5) 
Increamed job opportunltlee; and (6) the 
quality of life for Mividurlr and 
famliiu. 

Yke rxpedmen~eMon II made poeeible 
by the temporary modlfcrtion of certain 
premium pey and ecbeduling provieione 
of: (I) TiUe 6, Unlted Slrtec Code. and 
12) Be overtime 

B 
ry provisions of the 

Falr l&u Stan arde Acl WA). Three 
modificrllone am rppllceble only to 
there yaadee m work uoile 
prrtldprting lo I tul program; alI 
petmmenl provielone of Title 5 and tbe 
PLSA mmaIn In e6ecl for 
nonputldpat@ Uency ectlvitiee and 
l wb- 

RbL~Mhmrcquirweulatlba 
OPU dweiop and oonduc( en 
expettmmtel plgnm of eufYident depth 
and divrrrlty to: 
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4. Are o!Udwq ad prodrcttvfty 
affcadbytb*typeofAwsweuf 

a IO tbww (I rbul fram put-tbw IO 
full-lime employmen 

4. Dow moodynq bcmw? 
b WI w 0th u1 bert outtrd 

lorAW@ 
4. HowdoAWSeUui the 

w 
.lJ 

loymeot +uw for WYOIDW 
fwthe&ndlwppedt 

fmj,uiy of &fe for hdiridualr and . . 

1. How b Uu qultty of work ltfe 

2HowIrtbr urlItyofprrrooilu+d 
mown& ltfo d!ctodT 

a.Dooodalmdoo4ttoodordvtc 
wtlvtttn cbaqe? 

6.DotheeffactB00qdlfy0fuf.Tuy 
wttb the AWS wed? 

Tlw rffecb nf tbc &ornaUvo work 
rcbdul.0 00 thr lmpwt Mb1 will be 
ovahated by four typo. of rtudicr. 
The am: [l) Nunthe rvrlurtlon 
WportI lkom l orb rxperlmen~ 
0~wlMuow: (3) 1 I 

“f 
tudbd rnd 

wrr-.ecUood rtudy o l wplc of 
0xperLmen~ work unIta (31 on-rite 
rtudicr of oxpwimw8tb# or#a&~Uolu; 
and (4) l rpochl hdy on the net energy 
lmprct of altarnrtlvr work rcbcduh Ttw namtlvo l valuaU~UDrcrwfipm 
arc4 exporbmtLy 
providr an ovrrvirw 3 tbs rllocta of 
AWS. Expertmen 

Ta 
0~ulbtl0nB wtu 

ba mquhd lo ptwi bk bfonwtlon 
l baot tbelr AWS expulmmt and report 
toOFurtuNeoddtbeupwbwot4l 
podnd m tbolr evdwtion tn lb. 
rlxblpectuubnMereporuwulaot 

:tiAY$z%e c 
tbar Belecld tc 

tudbd QOII- 
MCUOML co-olb w enm# (ow E2 Et. 
MdeC)urdkr 

Tbo kqlltudbel crou-eectkmd rtudy 
wtUwUootbotbobjactlv.drtaoatba 
fune~dlhororlruntMd 
mtbjocttvo l ccltudoa of om loym on 
thrlrmctbwbtb.A .ItwtUbo WI 
klm#itu~&tb~t&tewluk 
adrctd rt rpodaed ttmw b tbr w 
work ualb thm+mt th duration of 
l ectl rxpdmmt Deb WIU k awb- 
wcuomlb&tYwuleMnmprur 
vuiety nfAWSnponlla( b li dlwrw 
mlIdb#d?eddef#dtlob 

llw lo@udbd wow-McnoMl mdy 
naal@wth&lmstbllbfow~ner81 

~XfiZg!Z~~L (31 

iifgicti=;lI -3 IO 
objocttnurabtnldata.TbrrUab~ 
tboru+omlmpaat~udrtwhmd 
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-Number of ruthorized overtime 
bowr 

-Perl4ima/fuU4ime employee retio 
-Accident rIleI 

d!:! :?i!?%:%k%f%%i%-!a’ 
only fromru~~ey~ ofomployes~ b the 
l rpedmrntrl work unh (r.~., 
eommutln(: babilr). Four IwryI of 
l mployew will be conducted. ‘Ihc~e 
eurvey~ will take l ppmxlmelaly 45 
mlnuter to complete and will be 
mllectod al cbe BIWI of the ex rimente) 
pwbd. and 8 monthr. 12 mon lr I, end 18 
monlhn Inlo lhr clxperhnenlol period. 
The~w~yrwUlcoU~c~ dateontbe 

--AWS utUlzetlon 
--Rrcelved l buIeI of ryItem 
-&I rvlror’o fuocUonI 
-scr *dullnl 
--ReusetionrJ brie1 babltI 
[d 

lace 1 
Diwy of Sipifimnl Even& Tbe 
Projecl Director will be mqulmd to 

keep a diary of el@flusl evenlc wlthla 
the o~anixatloo wblcb ml@t have an 
lmprct on rho eNecu of AWS. Examplee 
of rucb l wnto ml&t lndude e move to l 
new bulldlry, a flu epldemlc a cbuyc ln 
rupowlmm (IncJu~ lop level 
mene~emenl). change, In work now. 
mr)or onow ~lormu. rworpnlzalioh or a 

YYZkZ3l2,Xauw atcalo. 
Umlled rypeI of deta may be dlfkult IO 
obldn on an ovmll erorr-aeclional 
baIlI. end becauee come reeult~ mey be 
mrniferl oaly In lba pmmla or epochI 
factom come e&U of lba u9a of 
rllemrlw work nchodulec can ba 
plWUAi& MJ&,~l;~l;; etlldle.. 

eupplemml tbr numtlve mportr and the 

knylluu -‘--~ ‘““a aOd protide l ddWnal explaoatoq l lrll in 
tbefhnalmpahTbeywlllhawmom 
hhndvr data ooUecUoo, ml/or they 
will uUk wocsdled axperlmeatal or 
qual-wtpwlmtntal d&m OPM wUl 
eeled 6-10 l rperbwatln# 0~ullxatl0nI 
lo, oorllr mhldlar. naw or@muoM 
lvulMtbomqulmdtcmbmll~ 
ourouw ov~uauon mporl. nle oo-rll. 
atdlamwulk- 

AWS end not to evIulete the 
efhivenew of l 8pecUlc 0~miraUon 
In conductlry III AWS erpcrlmcnl. 

DI II collection methodr for the on. 
Ilte Itudler will include LnterviewI of 
employeeI. rupwvioon. end menecrx 
eurveyr of Iempler of employear; Ind 
collection of some o~enlzetional dete 
ruch aa produc~vlty q eaIureI, type l d 
number of public Iervlce contacts. etc. 
An InMel plan&u meetiql will be held 
of OPbl rtaff and mma~ement of &be 
Ielected org~I~Uon~ to diIcuaI 
~peciflc 

WIIP 
Ian~ for the on-rite Itudy. OPM 

rlrn then malt0 lhmo or four on4lte 
virlb IO coaduc~ lntetiewr end collect 
date during the lbmontb ixperlmenlel 
parlod. 

4. Enwgy Study. A opodal mtudy wiU 
be conducted on the net energy Impact 
of AWS. lhlr Itudy wtU examine 
-s-y of public and private 
traorponaUao or oommu~ as well l e 
for maatlonal travel. Tide will be 
l ccompUebed by uetn( a ewey and 
trevel diary from l Iemple of employeeI 
lo experlmentla(r or@zaUonI. In 
addition, dota on chaageo In building 
energy conrumptlon will be collected 
IW~IU data born rpedflc buildl.nSI •~ 
well l o computer modeln of build@ 
energy otllizatlon. The net energy 
lmpac~ wlU then be analyxed from data 
obtelned frum tbeee two Iourcee- 
bulldingo end tmnrportalloa 
O~InlraUonI eelected for the bulldlng 
and/or tranrporteUon e 

ir 
enI8 of lhe 

energy Itudy will be no cd by OPM. 
E Analytic M~thdolqy 

Thlr recuon provIdeI an ov&ew of 
tbe rtrmteglr and tecbnlquer wblch wtll 
be wed for etetIItlcal analyrlr of rbe 
data o&&d. 7%. 
pmaw or dBta w 

p=OflaY 
yrlr L lo Mndanre 

lnformruoll oDouwd In ule body or 
datalatorformwbkbculk 
wmpmbended and Interpmted. Tblr b 
particularly ultlwl to cbe Aws pro)e& 
elaw&epurporortbemeuchIrlo 

c 

a badn for policy dadelonr and 
elatlw rcuoa 

thw tblr aaalytlc pmarr Ir 
abply wad to deeuibe a body of 
l mplrlul dale. fn tbe preeent plv)ec& It 
Ia bnpor(~t to go byod that and 
rarcb for meanbbgfd ponenu of 
mlaUormblp among wtr of wrlabler. 
that is. to build a oolllpmbenelve plctum 
of&m&p” of AWS on the Federal 
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l nIlyIlI of lhe longltudlnel croaI. 
Iectionel Itudy. 

Three type0 of ItetiIticrl procedure1 
will be wed to analyze Ihe drte 
collected ln the longitudinel. CIDII. 
IecUonol Itudy. lhey l rI dercriptive 
IIOU~UCB. trend l nelyIiI, end InIlyIiI of 
varianw. 

The deruiptlve l nelyIlI of the dItI 
will exrmlne the chrrrclerlnUcn of lhe 
diItrlbutlon of eecb of the lndependenl 
and dependent verlIbleI under 
lnveIti#etion. Tbl~ will bc eccom IiIhed 
by uI@ meeIumI of central ten B ency 
(e.g.. mean, median) and dirtrlbutionr 
and frequencier. ouch a~ the crow- 
tabulation of two verlebler. Roportloar 
will be ured to deruibe thr date for 
dircm~e wtelory vulabler. 

A recond type of analy~ir. trend 
anelyrl~. will conrlrl of ploltlng the data 
pohn of mlevant varlebleI owr the 
Umc period of (he experiment and 
ldenti 

3 
pat~emI ln tie deta. Pattenu 

WhiCh t be mveelrd ark effectI of 
experlenw v&h AWS. prttemr of uIe 
wbkb wry by Ibe eeaoon of the year. 
and IO on. 

The Ibid type of etaU~tlwl procedure 
to be uIed II anelyIlI of vulance. 
AnelyIiI of verlance l UOWB the 
mrearcber IO make lnfemnce~ about Ibe 
effectr of lndependmt varlrblo on 
dependent vulableI. Ueh analyIiI of 
variance, II will be porrlble IO detect 
differencer ln the varlour dependent 
verieblcI a~ a mrult of the different 
typer of scheduler. 

Tbe Mel tic method and lndependenl 
and de 

yd 
n ent varlableI are given 

below or each of the mIeuch 
quertionr. 

For moot andywa, the level of 
l nalyeio lo Ibc work unit. I..., data wlU 
br l ggre8at.d wifhln a work tmll and 
tbrt worn will be wed to mpmrent tbr 
work uoll. A dlffemnt level of ane)yelI 
will be wad ln dealing with the ueaI 
lodlulod below. 

1. Effichncy of Gownunenf 
@m~liom. (a) Wht cbawea occur la 
~LWI wcompUhant and world unit 

Xheaipuve atatlruw and tmod 
l nalyele of p~~IuctMty m~awren. 
tumovrr mter. leave uey, accident 
riler and coot data. 
~~~~~,oaw meot larlu 

bku 
r 

develop and 
bowomtbeyeoved? 

-0aaad tlve rm~ruw sod &end 
w&la 0Lw.y ha, aM)yIlI or 

(c) What am th l ffecb on 
w&uUooml dImate mwltlq born 

-AaalyelI or vululw or cbulga 
mcomm for orgenlzational climate sod 
job utlrfactioe 
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emphrUee @in1 Iebor-ma~.geme@l 
plrnnh~ for Ihc experiment .nd 
l mployw pJrtidpal00 An rnrlytiq 
work rtquArtmenlr In Iheir own uaiailr, 80 
that they my brvc bpUlbl0 lhe 
procroe by w&b tyt~rmt. dre’ 

yt” 
cd lo 

worm ulo rdqutcy cd thr ww force 
l t any dvon t&no. l t brmulr~ed 

a. Re+Uarm and Gurdanm 

Pul8al of t)r OPM’r re@ul.tion. (tilla s. 
omde d FodtI8l Regubtlow]. new 
rtgul~tlon~ mewi be rued ID wn/wAion 
wNhPub.L-Tbt&tion...d 
rddili0.d #rIidMa for lb8 
JcbAolDtrJtlM ddtJmJtive rork 
rcbcduk upr(~~.elJ -me en 
provided in Rook oID o P l%derel 
PtnoMtlMMual supplements 

E Dab Cohction and Repoa’w. 

I. Nmwtiw Evohu~Ow -da. 
O~MIU~~B not ulected to p.rtidp.1. 
ID de loD@ltudtld cnwwMbM1 on* 
rite. Q tnugy ehdlee merf ooodud en 
rvdwtion d fb.lr l xparbnotr and 
npo~~drnrult~clyloOPM.rurte 
mourhr of upadm.~tetion. or by Mey 1. 
tan. whkbw.r drtr a~vr Rr.(. 7%. 
mmtiv~wdadmmpod murttnckds 
blrwm.noD OD &a Jtx Impact 8rt.D 
MJDIUI.~ b F%b. I. - AJI odb. of 
the JreJJ b bJ Jd&Jeeed in tblr rJpor4 
.nd lb. typt of blfW’lD.tiOD IO be 
wvemd In the 

T 
Ia hml.hed below. 

me oulunt will fonDrtd In 
pnpwiq tJlJ rtporl IO protie 
mmdmum oomp.tiblllty ktwwu rrponr 
born dlllerwt ofgmnhtlonr. Ylw mpofl 
will be 8 owtJdlJllul Jummry 
l u.DMlJn! al lb. JxpJrImJtlL TbJ 
l ummwy w..umt~t #boaId &Jude tie 
mwllr of any blamd tvduruon dflma. 
lblb mwlqJmwl mnd bd bbor 
mebn~ bvolvd b be rxparlmtn~ 
mlwuld prDv&it bpul to tbt davtlopmwt 

Ihe pf.p.r.arll of the Mmn*t npoN 

tiovcr. numkr of OVWUQJ haun. lob 
widecdon .nd mor.L, 

c MCW ~KIIW’~ ~ocitirrcr. and traffic- 
Any wncluriofu oo cheqer lo 
commuhg hebib ruch .I uIe of meu 
tremk cmpook, end priv.u 
eutomobilre. 

d. &vale of energy co~~nplion. 
Where l veilebla, note chuye~ lo cbe 
l mouol of energy uwd in the builti .I) 
J func~ion ol c-ad oprretmg bourt 
thtl mey rerult bum ohanger b work 
rchtduler. 

L &mice to the public Eveheti~ of 
the lewd rad unoua~ of w&c. IO tbe 
public il the experimeoUn# wganlzetioa 
provider dl?tct public ..rvIa 

I. Incmomd opportunirisr ~orfdl4bJ 
ondpori-time e@oymeof Diu.emcnl 
cbqcr b the cumbtr of .ppliun(r for 
lobe. Jnd levclr of pvt-time capby..J. 

8. lndividuele and Jomiliee genedy. 
Recclved t&At of AWS on famUy 
rchtdw of child M and boumbold 
activities .nd employw rtua.tion.l 
JCtiVitiJt. 

b. Speciolprobleou. Speclel problem. 
which developed dur@ Ibe errparlmrol 
ruch •~ . lyle n&r ol mquwte for 
exclurionr due to budehip dlfR~~Itlt~ 
dminlrteriq pey md Iwv.. overtIm. 
or manpower problamr dm pak 
work lord period* JIG 

2. Longiludinol Cnwr-Swliond Study 
A temple of (y1 work u&e wtU be 
relectd by OlrM lo be pe.rI of tbt 
lon#udinel wn-wcUonel rhrdy. 
orgMfutioM whla bw. work IwIt. 
wlected for We rtudy wtll ool be 
required lo rub& t& IIUMIVJ 
evJurUo0 qorl. 

The ~~latad work udte muat &VJ J 

echedul.. wllb Ih. JJU@OD of Ibtt~ 
employrt, .xdud.d boo.- d 
penonal budAlp. 

Tbc exptmrrl dtdp foe Ibe 
loll@&lal sow-WcnDDAl Jbdy Lt 1 
riabple Me-wJy d~~~lhtlta wllb Iouf 
typea of Bolmdubh 

Tbc four typw of D&tdul.B u. 540. 
aod 4&y wmab cwDptemd oddubb 
fltxlblr whtddtt thtt allow ruitbUly 
htbJJumbrndbounwrLdpJrdJY~ 
.nd llcxlbl. .&d&t ubl& 
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D.t.wiUb.odkMdby..ch 
o~enirrWt. ue 

3 
tb. brar and 

rweyr pmvtd.d y OPM. OPM wiU 
JI~O provide dlnce .nd .dviu on 
ert.bli.hIn# s;” I. colkion proudwee. 
The raw uneollyred drrr will be 
fonv.r&d lo Ol%4 for dl d.1. rtductioa 
rod endyth All &!. oolleokd will be 
treakd b l wafidenU.1 muuIeI: no 
Indlvl~ will be LdcnliSod The 
rC.ulln of the txperbntnt will be 
rtpated JD awm ugre@ed l cmxr 
work units l d org.nirrUone. 
~udzeUonr which terminele cbc 
experiment prior to tbt tad of tbe 
expertrntntrl period will -de OW 
wiU~ dtl. on Ibt reeto01 for termination 
w well l other drl. w&b my be 
rsquired. 

The IollovAu typ.t of da will be 
c&sled from wor4 unltr orbclod for 
the longlMin.l croat-ttctioa.l rhrdy. 

(6) Orpan~orioKl/W~ Unit 
Cbomcterielice. DtsulpUvr bformr~ion 
to be wlbcted prior (0 Um oawt of en 
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COMPONENTS OF OPM'S MASTER PLAN 

LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY 

The longitudinal and cross-sectional study constitutes 
a major element in OPM's evaluation. The study is directed 
at collecting both objective data on the functions and char- 
acteristics of work units and subjective attitudes of employ- 
ees on their impressions and reactions to AWS. According to 
OPM, the study is longitudinal in that data will be collected 
at specified times throughout the experiment: it is cross- 
sectional in that it encompasses a variety of AWS operating 
in a diverse sampling of Federal activities. 

The longitudinal study will collect information on: 

--Organizational and work unit characteristics. 

--Significant events which might affect AWS results 
within an organization. 

--Longitudinal archival data on productivity measures, 
turnover rates, leave usage, overtime, employment 
opportunities, and accident rates. 

--Employees' and supervisors‘ attitudes about AWS. 

Employee survey 

OPM's master plan calls for administering a question- 
naire to all employees and supervisors in certain work units 
participating in the longitudinal study. The questionnaire 
is to be administered 4 times during the experimental period-- 
at the start of the experiment and 3, 12, and 18 months after 
AWS is implemented. 

At the time of our review, 70 work-units employing 
about 2,000 employees were participating in this phase of 
the evaluation and had been administered the first two ques- 
tionnaires. OPM judgmentally selected these work units on 
the basis of a number of considerations which included the 
function, activity, and technology of the work units; their 
size and location: and their willingness to participate in 
the study. 

In selecting its sample and conducting the study, OPM 
is using an experimental design consisting of four types of 
AWS--the 5-4/9 compressed schedule, the 4-day week compressed 
schedule, flexible schedules that allow variability in the 
number of hours worked per day, and schedules which require 
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Distinguishing features of the organizations, such as avail- 
ability of historical productivity data and adoption of a 
specific AWS to meet a unique organizational objective, were 
also used as criteria. 

Technical approach 

No one research design or approach is being used for 
all onsite studies. OPM is custom designing each study on 
the basis of objectives, characteristics of the organiza- 
tions, and availability of needed data. The data collection 
techniques for each study include: 

--Administration of the longitudinal employee survey. 

--Interviews with key managers and AWS project managers 
or coordinators. 

--Collection of needed data from organization records. 

NARRATIVE REPORTS 

OPM's master plan requires each work unit experimenting 
with AWS, which is not participating in the longitudinal and 
cross-sectional, onsite, or special energy studies, to pre- 
pare a narrative report by May 1, 1981, detailing its ex- 
periences with, and the effects of, AWS. The reports are to 
be prepared as nontechnical summary assessments. The master 
plan stipulates that the reports must include information on 
the effects of AWS on the six impact areas identified in the 
act. The plan further provides that both management and 
local labor unions involved in the individual experiments 
should provide input in developing and preparing the narra- 
tive reports. Additionally, the results of any formal in- 
ternal evaluations which organizations conduct are to be 
included in the reports. 

Although OPM has provided no specific guidance on how 
the individual assessments should be conducted, it has pro- 
vided a general outline of information to make reports from 
different organizations uniform. 

In addition to information relating to the six impact 
areas, the reports are to include information on organiza- 
tional characteristics and special problems which developed 
during the experiment, such as a large number of requests 
for exclusions due to hardships, difficulties experienced in 
administering pay and leave, and overtime or manpower prob- 
lems during peak workload periods. 
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employees to work 8 hours per day but allow flexibility in 
starting and quitting times. Within each of these 4 types, 
OPM selected between 15 and 19 work units. The prime consid- 

~ eration in the overall number of units selected was the 
: amount of information which the OPM staff felt it could ef- 

fectively handle while executing the other components of the 
master plan. 

ONSITE STUDIES 

Believing that certain types of data may be difficult 
to obtain on an overall, cross-sectional basis, and that 
some results may be manifest only in the presence of special 
factors, OPM decided to include onsite studies as a segment 
of the evaluation. The objectives of these studies are to 
provide detailed data on AWS effects and to identify prob- 
lems and benefits associated with planning, implementing, 
and functioning under AWS. At the time of our review OPM 
had initiated several of these studies and had plans to con- 
duct at least nine onsite studies in total. These studies 
will supplement the longitudinal and cross-sectional study 
and narrative reports and provide additional explanatory 
detail for OPM's final report. 

The results of these studies will differ from the other 
components of the evaluation because they will focus on col- 
lecting information on the effects of AWS which manifest 
themselves in larger organizational units, rather than the 
work unit or only under some special conditions. Addition- 
ally, in an attempt to isolate the effects that result from 
specific AWS, OPM is using some comparison groups consisting 
of units not participating in the AWS experiment. 

OPM plans to conduct most of the onsite studies at mul- 
tiple locations for each organization. OPM believes these 
studies will allow it to collect data in greater detail and 
to focus on problems encountered, management'issues, and the 
methods by which both organizations and individuals cope 
with the changes and problems resulting from AWS implementa- 
tion. 

~ Selection criteria 

The organizations and locations included in the onsite 
studies were selected judgmentally by OPM using a combina- 
tion of criteria. Selection criteria included a variety of 
AWS types, types of activities, geographic locations, and ex- 
pression of willingness to participate in the onsite studies. 
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United States of America 

Office of 
Personnel Management Washington, D.C. 20415 

‘Aus 25 1980 

Mr. H. L. Krieger 
Director, Federal Personnel 

and Canpensation Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

/A 
Dear Mr A eger: 

We have reviewed your report on the Alternative Work Schedules Experiment 
and offer the following comments and observations. 

We generally agree with your finding that limitations on resources have made 
more difficult the job of implementing and evaluating an experiment of this 
size. However, for the reasons outlined below, we do not agree with GAO 
that "the current study will fail to provide the degree of valid and reliable 
information necessary for the Congress to make a knowledgeable decision on 
permanent legislation" and we certainly do not understand why GAO would 
recotmnend that OPM take money from activities funded by the Congress to in- 
crease the resources for AWS when the Congress specifically reduced the funds 
for that project. [see GAD note 1, p. 6-d. J 

Within the resources assigned to the project, we have attempted to deal with 
the problems you have identified. For example, OPM is verifying the data 
files containing information on each experiment as rapidly as possible with 
the available staff. Several variables identified as necessary such as the 
goals of the experiments, timekeeping procedures, use of credit hours, and 
the degree of employee flexibility in using the AWS will be incorporated in 
future guidance regarding preparation of the narrative reports. The addition 
of these variables to the information being requested in the narrative reports 
will provide much of the valid information you have suggested as necessary for 
informed decision-making. 

OPM also fully intends to employ multivariate analysis when we analyze these 
narrative reports. Since these reports will be from all organizations experi- 
menting (except those in one of the other AWS studies), they will be repre- 
sentative of the po ulation of AWS users in the Federal Government. [See 
GAO note 2, p. & .I 
Control groups are being utilized to the maximun extent possible within the 
constraints of available resources. The effects of AWS on service to the 
public is being addressed in those experimental sites which deal directly 
with the public. In addition, the employee survey is being revised to 
include items on employee reactions to and experiences with AWS. 
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On the basis of the number of work units presently ex- 
perimenting, OPM should receive approximately 1,300 narra- 
tive reports. Using these reports, OPM hopes to draw conclu- 
sions about the effects of AWS, special problems encountered 
in using it, and the variations of AWS used. At the time of 
our review the procedure for analyzing the reports had not 
been developed. 

ENERGY STUDY 

The special study on net energy impact will provide 
data on the AWS effects on transportation and on building 
operating costs. The study will examine the changes in 
using public and private transportation for commuting as 
well as recreational travel. 

The study will be accomplished by administering a ques- 
tionnaire on commuting practices to between 1,300 and 1,500 
employees. The same individuals are also being requested to 
maintain a l-week diary, or trip log, which details the 
amount and purpose of individual vehicle usage. 

The questionnaire will be administered and the trip log 
prepared three times during the experimental period. Al- 
though approximately the same number of individuals from the 
same work units will be requested to complete the question- 
naire and trip log, the exact same individuals will not nec- 
essarily be the respondents all three times. At the time of 
our review, the questionnaire and trip log had been completed 
once. 

Information on changes in building energy consumption 
will be collected using data from specific buildings. OPM 
plans to use the building and transportation energy consump- 
tion data to assess the net energy effect of AWS. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS 

GAO note 1. 

This recommendation is consistent with the views of the 
House and Senate Appropriations Committees. In denying OPM 
its supplemental request for fiscal year 1979 and in reduc- 
ing the fiscal year 1980 request, the committees indicated 
that OPM should be able to fund the alternative work sched- 
ules project with moneys already appropriated. In consider- 
ing the fiscal year 1979 supplemental request, the House 
Committee also stated that OPM should be able to fund the 
project with funds already appropriated "if the program is 
of sufficiently high priority." 

At no time was there any indication that the scope or 
quality of the experiment and evaluation should be reduced-- 
only that OPM should fund the project internally. If after 
asaessing its priorities, OPM could not reallocate the 
needed budgeted funds, it should have worked with the respec- 
tive congressional committees to discuss its priorities and 
to inform them of the tradeoffs in quality and reliability 
which would result from an altered evaluation. 

GAO note 2. 

An OPM official indicated that the decision to gather 
the additional information for the narrative reports and to 
use multivariate analysis resulted from our suggestions dur- 
ing the review. While OPM's action is a positive effort to 
improve its evaluation, we believe serious problems still 
exist with the narrative reports. While work units have 
been instructed on the format and content of the reports, 
the method of analysis is being left to their discretion. 
Also, OPM has not specified the evaluation criteria (i.e., 
what constitutes a positive or negative effect) or the im- 
portance of the criteria. . 

If implemented, many of the other recommendations in- 
cluded in chapter 4 could improve the usefulness of the nar- 
rative reports. As with other components of the evaluation, 
OPM's highest priority should be to reassess the entire nar- 
rative report. It is especially crucial that OPM specify, 
in advance, the objectives and how the information will be 
analyzed and interpreted. Otherwise, OPM will gather addi- 
tional information which it is not equipped to review and 
analyze adequately. 
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2. 

Based on the above changes, we believe the current AWS evaluation being 
conducted by OPM will provide sufficient minimum valid information on the 
effects of AWS in Federal agencies for the Congress to make an informed 
decision on modification of current work hours legislation. We certainly 
sympathize with the arguments for a more comprehensive study but, as the GAO 
report notes, we funded such an effort in the President's Fiscal Year 1980 
budget, and the funding was reduced by the Congress. 

With respect to your comnents on the sampling procedure we employed in the 
longitudinal and cross-sectional study, it must be noted that the sampling 
plan which we used was selected for pragmatic reasons. These reasons included 
our recognition of the funding limitations for the project and the reporting 
requirements burden to the agencies. Because of the voluntary nature of the 
program, any sampling technique will only reflect the effects of AWS in that 
portion of the Federal workforce which adopts an AWS experiment. We do not 
share GAO's concern about broadening the base to include agencies or units 
not desiring AWS, since it is our view that AWS should not be a Government-wide 
mandatory program, but rather an option available to the agencies when they 
and their employees both agree that AWS makes sense for them. In our view 
the current evaluation will present a representative picture of the effects 
of AWS on the affected workforce. [see m note 3, pe 65.1 

We also disagree with your report in describing OPM's methodology for determining 
the number of employees on a flexible schedule as a "technical error." A 
flexible schedule allows an employee to select his/her starting time. Because 
someone happens to choose the same starting time as the organization might have 
had under fixed hours does not negate the employee's option of later choosing 
a different starting time. To follow the GAO suggestion of not considering 
employees who chrose the "traditional work schedule" as under the experiment 
would create sr?reral administrative problems. For example, the number of 
people in the experiment would vary on a daily, weekly, etc., basis depending 
on the number who chose the "traditional schedule." The premium pay rules to 
be used would be confusing; either the permanent provision of title 5 for those 
working "traditional hours" or those provisions of Public Law 95-390 for em- 
ployees who vary their schedule by any amount from the "traditional hours." 
The result could be inconsistent data. [see GAD r&e 4, p. 65.1 

In summary, although current funding does not allow us to conduct and evaluate 
the experiment as extensively as we had originally planned, we believe our 
updated evaluation plan will provide meaningful decision-making information. 
[See G&l note 5, p. 65.1 
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of all Federal employees, we believe it is essential that a 
quality experiment and evaluation be conducted, which will 
result in the valid and reliable information the Congress 
needs to make an informed decision. The decision will ulti- 
mately have far-reaching and long-term effects on the Fed- 
eral Government and may dictate the future for increased 
experimentation in the private sector. If there are substan- 
tial cost benefits which can be realized from using AWS, the 
evaluation must be a quality one and must yield valid and 
reliable results to minimize criticism from AWS opponents. 
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GAO note 3. 

We agree with OP'M*that AWS should not be a Government- 
wide mandatory program. OPM fails to recognize, however, 
that individuals who are not experimenting with AWS, whether 
by choice or not, may be affected by it. For example, while 
employees using a compressed or flexible schedule might in- 
dicate that their productivity and morale have increased, 
individuals within the same or another unit not using an al- 
ternative schedule may be adversely affected by decreased 
communication possibilities or by having to perform other 
individuals' functions when they are absent. Therefore, we 
believe that using control (i.e., comparison) groups to the 
maximum degree possible is desirable. 

In administering the employee questionnaires, OPM has 
not differentiated between those respondents who are, and 
who are not, using an alternative work schedule. This repre- 
sents just one of the many variables which we believe must 
be considered and adjusted for in evaluating the experiment. 

GAO note 4 

In describing OPM's method for determining the number 
of employees using a flexible schedule as a "technical error,“ 
we were referring only to evaluation. While by definition, 
employees within a unit using a flexible work schedule are 
considered participants for purposes of administering the 
provisions of the act and OPM's regulations, OPM must, in our 
view, determine whether individuals have actually altered 
their work schedules for purposes of evaluation. The reac- 
tions of these individuals and the potential biases must be 
considered in assessing the evaluation results. An attempt 
should also be made to determine why these individuals have 
not altered their schedules. For example, individuals who, 
because of personal preference, choose not to alter their t 
work schedule may react differently to AWS than individuals 
who cannot alter their schedule for reasons beyond their 
control (e.g., mass transit schedules and availability). 

I 

GAO note 5. 

While OPk's evaluation will result in the collection of 
a mass of data, we have little confidence in the validity 
and reliability of the ultimate results. We believe that 
the emphasis should be placed on executing a well-planned 
and designed evaluation which maximizes experimental control 
and produces quality results rather than simply quantity. 
Eecause the results of this experiment may have substantial 
cost implications for the Government and on the work habits 

. 
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